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Close Stabling Dairy Cows.
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these
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an
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South Dover, Me., Oct. 19.—The peo- Farmer.
Cemt nt sidewalks made in 18 »nd ple are digging their potatoes. Lots
At the volunteer "National Congress"
that were not sprayed are rotting badly,
34 inch squares for $1.00 per square but a
is reported. F. A. which held its annual session at St. Louts
yield
good
very
Cements steps made to order.
matter of governMerrill is one oi the successful ones. some weeks ago the
the good roads movement
South Paris, Maine.
From one hill of potatoes he received ment aid to
The failed to meet with general favor. A
11, the lot weighing 11 1-2 pounds.
federal aid
largest weighed 2 M pounds. The resolution reported favoring
of good roada was
smallest was merchantable. Other loti for the construction
promptly tabled.
we equally aa good.
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pearl. ii ml "\laster Wlngfleld," said
she in a wliisper, lest she disturb
Catherine. "what, what. I pray thee,
was It the witch woman said?"
I laughed. "She was calling down a
blessing upon luy bead, madam," I

[CONTINUED·]

a

"And there ;;oes poor Cate in her old
murrey colored satin petticoat," said
of
uiy lady, with a bitter lengthening
her face, "and there is Alary Cavendish
in a blue flowered satin with silver,
which is the very twin of the one I or-

said.
"Λ blessing and not η curse?"
"As 1 understood It. though I know
not why she should bave blessed me."
"They say she is a wbite witcb and
worketb pood instead of barm, and
yet"— said Mistress Mary, and ber
voice trembled, showing ber fear, and
I could see the negroes rolling eyes of
wide alarm at me, for tbey were much

dered for Cate. and which came In on
the Cavendish ship."
"Well." said the other woman, who
was long and lean and had wedded
late in life a man she would have
scorned in her girlhood, and could not
forgive the wrong she had done herself. and was filled with an inconsistency of spleen toward all younger and

dreauis. Orer and over I said to my
self, and every time with a new
strengthening of resolution, that Marj
Cavendish should not love me, and thai
In some way 1 would force her t(
obey me in that as in other things
never duulnlng that I could do so.
Well I iit-.ew that she could not wet]
»·· nid
I clear mysell
i·
a convict.
unless at ti e expense of her sistei
Catherine. and sure I was that sin
would not pusthiise love itself at suet
i I.ere remaiued noth
α cos: :;s that,
I live lu to turn lier fancy from me
ami finit sceme.l to me an easy task
she l;.!:ig lait a child and having,
1 rc.tsi n«tl. but little more than u
childish Hist love for me. which, a*

Harry leading

his horse to

Madam Cavendish's great door «ay
Π;

fairer than she, and who,
born toad eater for all in hijih
"
'tis tine feathers make fine
places,
birds, and were thy Cate arrayed in
that same gown in Mistress Cavenwas a

er.

"They say that her good deeds work
In the end to mischief," said Mary,
"and, and—'tis sure no good whatever
can come from unlawful dealing with
the powers of evil even In a good
I wish the witch woman had
cause.
neither cursed thee nor blessed thee,

dish's stead"—
"As I believe, she would not have
had the dress had not Cate told Cicely
Hyde, who is so iutiniate with Mary
Cavendish." said my Lady Culpeper. "I
had it from my lord's sister that 'twas
the newest fashlou in London. IIow
else would the chit have heard of it,

Harry."

I strove again to reassure her and
►aid. as verily I begun to believe, that
the old dame's words, whether of cursing or blessing, were of no moment,

prayV"

"How else, Indeed?" asked the burgess' wife.
"And here my poor Cate must go
in her old murrey colored petticoat,"

but presently Mistress Mary declared
herself afraid of ridiug alone, shut
within her sedan chair, and would
ulight and have one of the slaves lead
my horse and walk with me, taking
my arm the remainder of the way.
I had never known Mistress Mary
Cavendish to honor me so before, and
knew not to what to attribute It
whether to alarm, as she said, or not.

said my lady.
"But even thus, to one who looks
at her and not at her attire, she outshines Mary Cavendish." saidtheother.
That was, to my thinking, as flagrant
as was ever heard, for if

hypocrisy

those two maids had been clad alike
as beggars Mary Cavendish would have
carried off the palm, with no dissent-

ing voice, though Cate Culpeper was And I knew not whether to be enrapfair enough to see, with her father'· tured or angered at my own rapture, or

whether I should use or not that authority which I had over her and
*hich she could not. strive as best she
aould. gainsay, and bid ber remain in

Mary and Lord Culpeper
dancing the minuet

her chair.

Hut. being so sorely bewildered, I did
nothing, but let her have her way, and
on toward I>r«kc Hill we walked, she
clinging to my arm and seemingly holding me to a slow pace, and the slaves,
with the chairs, and my horse forging
ahead with 111 concealed zeal on account of that chanting proclamation of
Margery Key which, I will venture to
grace of manner and his harshness say, was ι·«·;ι.··; Uwii I>;. every one of
of feature softened by her rose bloom the poor fellows as a special curse diof youth.
rected toward him instead of a blessCatherlue Cavendish was dancing as ing for me.
the others, but seennngly with no heart
As we followed on that moonlight
in it, whereas her sister was all uight, site am! I alone, of a sudden 1
glowing with delight in the merriment fell my youth and love arise to such
of it and her sense of her own beauty an assailing of the joy of life that I
and the admiration of all about her, knew myself dragged, as it were, by it
and smiling with the iunocent radi- and bad no more choosing as to what
ance of a child.
1 shoiiid not do.
Verily it would be
As I stood watching her I felt a easier to lead an army of malcontents
touch on my arm and looked, and than one's own self. And something
there stood Mistress Cicely Ilyde, there was about the moonlight on that
nul her brown face was so puckered fair Virginia niuht. and the heaviness
I
that
tvith wrath and Jealousy
of the honey scents, and the pressure
icarcely knew her.
of love and life on every side, in bush
send
"Dlil not Mary's grandmother
and vine and tree and nest, which
you to escort her home, Master Wlng- seemed to overbear me and sweep me
fleldV" said she in a sharp whisper, «Knur iin on the crest of some ureen
and I sth Ml at her in amazement.
"When the ball Is over, Mistre·#
Hyde," I said.
n
"'Tis time the ball was over now."
'lis tolly to keep it up
said slit.
lute as thU and Mary hath not
jo
had a word fut· tue since we cauie."
"But why do you not dance your-

tide of spring. Verily there nre forces
of (his world which «re beyond the
overcoming of mortal man so long as
he is incumbered by his mortality.
Mary Cavendish gathered tip her
blue and silver petticoats about her as
closely as a blue flower bell at nightfall and stepped along daintily at my
side, and the feel of her Utile hand on
touch
my arm seemed verily the only
of material things which held me to

self. Mistress llydeï"
"1 care not to dance," she said pettishly and with a glance of mingled
wrath and admiration at Mary Cavendish that might have matched mine

this world. We came to a great pool
of wet in our way, and suddenly I
thought of her feet in her little satin
"Madam, you will wet your
shoes.
feet if you walk through that pool in
and my voice
your satin shoes," I said,
1
was so hoarse with tenderness that

iter brother s, and I marveled deeply at the waywardness of a maid s
But then came Ralph Drake,
heart.
who had not drunken very deeply, being only flushed and somewhat lost
to discrimination and disjHwed to dance
with another since he could not have
r>r

would not have known it for my two,
and I felt her arm tremble. "No," she
said faintly. But. without waiting for
waist I
any permission, around her
put an arm and had her raised In a
twinkling from the ground and bore

Mary, and he and Cicely
away together, and presently,
when the minuet was over arid another dance on, I saw theui dancing in
time, but always Cicely had that eye
Itis cousin

wont

pool, she not struggling,
but -only whispering faintly when 1
set her down after it was well passed.
"You—you should not have done that.
her across the

watchful injury upon Mary.
It was late when the ball was done,
but Mary would have stayed It out
had it not been for Catherine, who
ulmost swooned In the middle of a
ilauce and had to be revived with
aromatic vinegar ami lie for awhile
of

Harry."

Then of a sudden close she pressed
her soft cheek against my shoulder
as

we

walked

and

whispered,

as

In my Lady Culpeper's bedchamber,
though she could keep silent no lonwith a black woman Tannine her, until :
swooned for
ger, and yet as if she
to
recovered
go
she was sufficiently
shame in breaking silence, "Harry.
me
until,
home. Mary did not espy
thrust
Harry, I liked the way you
returning from her sister s side to orthem aside when they were rude with
der the sedan chairs, she Jostled against
you to do me a service, aud. Harry,
me. Then such a blush of delight and
them
you are stronger, and—and—thau
relief came over her face as made my
all."
and
with
still
stand
rapture
heart
Then 1 knew, with such a shock of
something like fear. "You here, you ;
that I wonder I lived, that the
Joy
here. Harry?" she cried and stammered
loved me, but I knew at the
child
and blushed again, and Sir Humphrey
it
same time as never I had known
and Cicely, who were pressing up,
before my love for her.
looked at me jealously.
"Mistress Mary," I said, "I but did
"I am here at your grandmother's
which you
my duty and my service,
I
said.
request, Mary,"
I did uo
can always count upon, and
elbowThen my Lord Estes came
others would have done.
than
more
ing me aside and made no more of
Sir Humphrey Hyde"—
me than if I were a black slave, and
Margery Key lending
chairs
sedan
the
for
shouting
hoarsely
forth cl bleaainj
and the bearers, and after him Ralph
Drake and half a score of others, and
all cursing at me for a couvlct tutor
and thrusting at me.
All the road was white with moonlight, aud when we came alongside
Margery Key's house, as I live, that
white cat shot through the door, and

every

one

knows, doth

Itself out by its

j

readily burn

of wick and
lack of substantial fuel. And yet, as
I lay on my bed with the red dawn
nt the windows and the birds tailing
outside and the scent of the opening
olossoins entering invisible, such pa tigs
of joy and ecstasy beyond anything
which I had ever known on earth
overwhelmed me that I could not resist
excess

them.

Knowing well that in the end I
should prove my strength, for the time

I gave myself to that advance of man
before the spur of love which I doubt
not is after the same fashion as the
unfolding of the flowers in the spring
and the nesting of the birds anil the
movement of the world itself from
season to season, and would be as
uncontrollable were It not that a man
tier even than tnat to which
his own existence, and hath
; ..»ver of putting that which he
.».i·., beiore his own desire of it.
l'...t for the time, knowing well that
I ci.uhl ai any time take up the reins
to the bridling of myself, I let them
hang loose, and over and over I whispered what Mary Cavendish had said,
.·

and over and over I felt that touch
of delicate tenderness on my arm. and
I built up such great castles that they
touched tin· farthest skies of mv fancy,
and all the time braving the knowledge
that I should myself'dash them into
ruins.

lint when I looked out of my window that May morning anil saw that
wonderful fair world and that heaven
of blue light with rosy and golden
ami green lioughs blowing athwart it
and heard the whir of looms, the calls
and laughs of human life, the coo of
dove, the hum of bees, the trill of mock
birds, outreachiug all other heights of

th·» clangor of the sea birds and
the tender rustle of the new leaved
branches in the wind, that love for me
which I had seen in the heart of the
woman I had loved since I could remember seemed my own keynote of
the meaning of life sounding in my
ears above all other sounds of bane or

joy,

blessing.

But the strength I had to act in discord with it and thrust my joy from
me, and I went .o planning how I
could best turn the child's fancy from
myself to some one who would be for
her best good. And yet I was not satisfied with Sir Humphrey Ilyde, and
wished that his wits were quicker, and
wondered if years might improve them,
and if perchance a man as honest
might be found who had the keenness
of ability to be the worst knave lu the

country.

But the boy was brave, and I loved
hie love for Mary Cavendish, and I
could think of no one to whom I would
bo readily trust lier, and it seeiued to
nie Unit perchance I might by some
praising of him and swerving lu-r
thoughts to his track lead lier to think
But a man
of his suit.
makes many a mistake as to women,
and one of the most frequent is that
the hearts of them are like wax, to be
molded into this ami that shape.
That morning, when I met Mistress
Mary at the breakfast table, she was
pale iintl distraught, and not only did
not speak to me nor look at me, but
when I ventured to speak In praise of
Sir Humphrey's gallant looks at the

favorably

ball she turned upon me so tiercely
with encomiums oi my Lord Estes,
whom I knew to be not worthy of her,
that I held my tongue. But when Sir
Humphrey came riding up a little later she greeted him with such warmth
as at once put me to torture and
aroused that spirit of defense of her
myself which hath been the

against

noblest thing In my poor life.
So I left them, Mistress Catheriue at
the flax wheel and Mary out in the
garden with Sir Humphrey, gathering
the
roses for the potpourri jars and
distilling Into rose water, for little Idleness was permitted at Drake Ilill even
after a ball. I got my horse, but as I
started forth Madam Cavendish ealled—a stiffly resolute old figure standIn tht great doorway—and I dis-

ing
mounted and went to her, leading my
horse, which I had great ado to keep
from nibbling the blossoms of a rose
tree which grew over the porch. "Haris
ry," she said in a whisper, "where
Mary?"
"In the garden with Sir Humphrey
Hyde," I answered.
Then Madam Cavendish frowned.
"And why is she not at her lessons?"

Λ

"The lessons are set for the aftershe is gathernoon, and this morning
ing rose leaves, madam," I answered.

All Stuffed Up

That's the condition of many sufferers
from catarrh, especially in the morning.
Great difficulty is experienced in clearing the head and throat.
No wonder catarrh causes headache,
impairs the taste, smell and hearing,
stompollutes the breath, deranges the
ach and affects the appetite.
To cure catarrh, treatment must be

and tonic.
•Ί was «dieted witli catarrh. I took
medicines ot different kinds, giving cuch
worse until
a fair trial; bat gradually trew
I could hardly hear, taste or Hiuell. I then
concluded to try flood's Sarsaparllls, und
after takliVj five bottles I was cured and
have iwt had any return of the disease
Elgese FoBSKS, Lebanon, Kan.
since."

constitutional—alterative

Hcod's

Sarsaparilla

Cures catarrh—it soothes and strength·
the nmcous membrane and btuldfl
np the whole byuvum.

eus

Cavendish's ear,
"Madam,
Madam
think you not that the sweet air of tht
garden Is better for her after the ball
than the hot hall and the labor at the
And she gave one look at
wheel?"
me, and called out to Sukey that she
need not speak to her mistress, and
went Inside to her own work and left
to go my way.
1 was relieved In my mind that she
did not ask me whither, since If she
had I should have been driven to one
of those broadsides of falsehood in a
good cause for which I regret the
necessity, but admit It, and If It be to
my soul's hurt I care not so long as I
save the other party by It.

she asked sternly.

Immediately after I, looking back,
saw the old dame herself standing j
therein, though It was near morning,
Rut sfie tlung away from me at that
and she quavered forth a blessing after ! with a sudden movement of amaze"God bless thee. Master Wing- :
me.
ment and iudiguation aud hurt, which
field, In life and death, and may the cut me to the quick. "Yes," she said,
fish of the sea come to thy line, may
I believe
"yes. Master Wingfleld. truly
me
the birds of the air minister to thee,
that Sir Humphrey Hyde would do
whethof
breath
life,
and all that hath
his way, and
any service that came in
do
thy
er it be uoxlous or guileless,
a
truly lie Is a brave lad. I have great
bidding. May even he who is name- esteem for Humphrey—I have a greatless stand front the path of thy defor all
er esteem for Humphrey thau
sire and hold back from thy face the
the rest—and I care not If you know
boughs of prevention whither tbou It, Master Wingfleld."
wouldst go." This said old Margery
So saying, she called to the bearers
Key in a strange. chantlng-Uke tone of her chair and would have a slave
out
aud withdrew, and a light flashed
assist her to it instead of me, and rode
In the next house. an»l the woman who
folin silence the rest of the way. I
Mistress
dwelt therein screamed, and
walking my horse, who pulled
lowing,
Mary, thrusting forth her bead from hard at his bite.
the chair, called me to come close.
As for Catherine, she was borne
CHAPTER XIII.
along as silently as though she slept,
was dawn before we were
Τ
being. I doubt not. still exhausted
abed, but I for one had do
with her swoon. When I came close
sleep, being strained to eucli
to Mistress Mary's chair, forth came
a pitch of rapture and palu
ber little hand, shlnlug Vlth that preThe will
ciousueea of fairuese beyoud that of bv what 1 had discovered.

But th.it Madam Cavendish knew a:
well «s I. having In truth so ordered
the hours of the lessons.
"But"- she said, hesltn ting. Thensln
stopped and luoked at me with an an
gry Indécision, and then at the garden
where the top of Mary's golden head
was Just visible above the pink miel
of the roses, and Sir Humphrey's fall
one bending over it
"Harry," she
said, frowning, and yet with a piteous
sort of appeal, "why do you not gc
out into the garden and help to gathei
the rose leaves?"
Then, before I could answer, as 1(
angry with herself at her own folly,
she called out to Mary's little black
maid, Sukey, to bid her mistress com*
in from the garden and spin. But be
fore the maid started I said low Id

me

affected by all bints of deviltry.
"I pray you, madam, to bave no
fear." I said, and thought within myself that never should she know of
what had happened on my way thith-

moreover,

1
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for Barry
bound
I
was
Upper
Branch and rode thither as fast as I
could, for I contemplated asking the
Barry brothers to aid me in the removel of Mistress Mary's contraband
goods and was anxious to lose no more
time about that than I could avoid.
I was set upon Major Robert Bever-

ly's tomb as a most desirable hiding
place for them, and knowing that there
was a meeting of the assembly that
evening at the governor's (0 discuss
some matters in private before he sailed for England. Major Beverly being
clerk. I thought that before the moon

was up would be a favorable time for
the removal, but I could not mote the
goods alone, remembering how those
sturdy sailors tugged at them, and not
deeming it well to get any aid from the
slaves.
So I rode straight to Barry Upper
Branch, and a handsome black woman in a Haunting gown, with a great
display of 1 tends and an orange silk

scarf twisted about her head, came to
parley with me and told me that both

the brothers were away, and added that
she thought I should tiud them at the
tavern.
The tavern was a brick building
abounding in sharp slant·» of roof and
dimmed in outline by a spreading
cloud of new leaved branches, and
there was one great honey locust which
was a marvel to be seen, and hummed
with bees with a mighty drone as of

all the spinning wheels in the country,
and the sweetness of it blew down upon one passing under, like a wind of
And before the tavern were
breath.
tied, stamping and shaking their heads
for the early tiles, many tine horses,
and among them Parson Downs' and
the Barry brothers', and from within
the tavern rune the sound of laughter
in discordant shouts and now and then
Then a great
snatch of a soiik.
hoarse rumble of voice would cap the
rest, telling some loose story, then the
it
laughter would follow—enough,

a

seemed, to make the roof shake—and

all the time the hum οί the bees in
the honey locust outside went on.
Before 1 entered the tavern out burst
l'arson Downs itnu caugiu huiu m nitwit!! :i groat shunt of welcome. Half
drunk lie was jiihI yet with a marvelous steadiness on his logs and h command of his voice which would have
done him credit in the pulpit. It was
said that this great parson could drink
more ticry liquor and not betray it
than any other man in the colony, and
Nick Barry, who was something of a

wag, said that the parson's wrestlings
with spirits of another sort had rendered him powerful in his encounters
lie that as It may,
with these also,
though 1 doubt not Parson Downs had
drunk more than any man there, no
sign of It was In his appearance except that Ills bolsterousuess was something enhanced and his hand on my
shoulder fevered.
"Good day, good day. Master Ilarry
Wiugflehl," he shouted. "How goes

The Barry brother·
and Ca.ptfc.in Jayne·

tion, and ill*-' Barry brothers and Cap
tain Jaynes came running forth, Cup
tain Jayues swearing In such wise tli.it
it was beyoud the understanding ol
uny man unversed In that language
of the high seas; and Nick Barry,
laughing wildly, and Dick, glooming
as was the difference with the twi
brothers when in liquor.
And the landlord, one John Halpln
stood in his tavern doorway with hi;
eyebrows raised, but no other slgr

of consternation, knowing well enougl
that all this could not affect his eus
torn and being one of the most tougblj
leather dried little men whom I bavt
ever seen, and his face so hardenet
tuto its final lines of experience that
t had no power of changing undei
new ones. And behind him stood peer
|„g, some with wide eyes of terroi
and some with ready laughs at noth
In" the few other roisterers In the tavern at that hour. 'Twae not the besi
time of day for the meeting of thos.
choice spirits for the discussion of tin

the time of day.
When the horses were something
quieted. I. desiring not to unfold
err:·>id lu the tavern, gut hold of l'ar
eon 1 towns by his mighty arm and el
bowed Dick Barry, who cursed at nu
for it. and cut short Captain Jayues"
last string of oaths, and hallooed te
Nick Barry and asked if I could have

jny

word wlih them.
Captain Jayues,
as I have said, being in tin
main curiously well disposed toward
me. swore at first that he would U
hanged if he would stop better busia

though,

ness to parley with a convict tutor;
but the end of it was that lie ami
the Barry brothers and l'arsoii Downs
and I stood together under that tulghty
humming locust trie, and I unfold»·.:
my scheme of moving the powder an.!
shot from Laurel Creek to Major Uo..

Beverly's

tomb.
Noel Jayues stared at me a seeon.l
With his hard re»l face again·, an.:
then lie clapped me upon the shouldet
und shouted with laughter and swore
that it should be done, ami tls.:t
was a burning shame that the go >·!ert

bad been put where they were t<> t"<
risk of a maid of beauty like Mar»
Cavendish, and that lie and the Barrywould be with me that very night be
fore moonrlse to move them.
Then the parson, who had 11 poetical
turn, especially when in his cups,
added «îuite gravely that no safer pla< <
could there be for powder than tin
tomb of love whose lust sparks lia*l
dietl out In ashes, and Dick Barry
cried, with an oath, that it would s rve
Robert Beverly rightly for his action
against them In the Bacon rising, for

the front with tli<·
in this his past foul
them was not forgot,
and well he remembered that when
be was in hiding for his life—
But then liis brother huslie»l him and
said, with a shout of dry laughter,
that the past was past, and no us.
indwelling upon it. but that when it
came* to a safe hiding place for go nls
which were to set the kingdom in λ

though lie

was to

oppressed people
treachery against

blaze and maybe hang tin· ringleader
he knew of none better than the tomb
of a first wife, which, when the second
was in full power, was verily back ol
the furthest back door of u man's mem
ory.
So

It was arranged that the foui
were to meet me that very night nltei
sunset and before moonrke and mov»·
the goods, and I mounted and rod.

with Parson Downs shouting
after me his proposition to trade
horses and even offering £H> to boot
when he saw the splendid long pace
of my thoroughbred Hinging out hilegs with that freest motion of anything in the world unless it 1»»· th·
swift upward cleave of a bird when
the fluttering of wing wherewith In·
hath gained his impetus hath ceased
and nothing except that invincible ris
awav.

ing Is

seen.

CHAPTER XIV.
my eyes fell
Parson Downs,
lolling in a clinir liy the lire
less hearth, for there was no
call for tire that May qlght. Ills hulk
of body ewept In a vast curve from
his triple chin to the lloor, and his great
rosy face was so exaggerated with
merriment and good cheer that it

Τ

HE rtrst

man

was

upon

Proverbs
I trade and give thee twenty pounds
of tobacco to boot. 'TIs a higher horse
than thine, Harry, and can taku two
strides to one of his; and mine lit:th
four white feet, and thine but one,
as every one knoweth well, Is

which,

Madam Cavendish treat you as a boh,
and are you not a convict In name
I
only, so far as she is conccrnod?
horse to
say, Harry, you can ride my
the winning on Royal Oak day at the

What think you, Harry?"
"Your reverence," I said, "I pray
for well I knew
you to give me time,"
there was no use in reasoning with the
races.

to

which frequent pota-

tions had given rise.
Up to my horse he went with that
oversteadlness of the man in his cups,
a
who moves with the stiffness of
tree walking, as if every lift of a
foot was the uplifting of a root

heavy

fast In the ground, and went stroking
his head, when straightway my horse,
either not liking his touch or the smell
of his liquored breath, and judging,
must
as was his wont, that the fault
by some means lie with bis own race,
straightway lashed out a vicious hind
like α hammer und came within

leg

of the parson's own valuable
horse—not the one which he proposed
trading for mine—and the wind of the
lash frightened the parson's horse, and
be in his turn lashed out, and another
horse ut his side sprang aside.
Straightway there was sueb α coman

The colored woman who
looked like « uvigt prince··

"

the

When

put
churn,'" is

a

come

butter won't
penny in the

old time dairy
proverb. It often seems to
work though no one lias ever
an

great flame colored turban, and long
gold eardrops dangled to lier shoulders against the glossy blackness of
her elpvks. ami bracelets tinkled on
her polished arms, which were mighty
shapely, though black. In faith, the
wench, had -die but ρ· s>essed roe,·# and
lilies for her pain ini. instead of that
duskiness as of the check of midnight. had bii'ti a beauty such as was
Her dark face was Inseldom sivn.
stinct with mirth and Jollity, and,
withal, a fierce spark in the whitening roll of her eyes under her tlame
colored turban made one think of α
tiger cat and roused that knowledge of
Jauger which adds a tingle to interest. Λ man could scarce take his eyes
from her. though there were other
there, and not uncomely ones.
Another black wench there was. clad
lsgaylv. but sunk in a languorous calm
ike a great cat. with Nick Barry, now

women

bis song was done, lolling against her,
and two white women, one young and
well favored and the other harshly
handsome. 1 oth with their husbands
preseni. and I doubt not decent women
enough, though something violent of
temper. As I entered. Mistress All-

one of them, began a harangue
th.· top of her shrill voice, with h»»r
I
!>aud plmiiim: vainly at her sleeve
Mistress
t > temper her vehemence.
Λ.M.d was long and lean and gaunt,
with red tires in the hollows of her
;
eh· < i>s juid a compelling tlash of bl
eyes under straight frowning brows.

good.

.:t

[to

as

co.MWûiû.!

An Kniillith Gbunl Story.
A remaruable ghost story is told In
the parish of liurton Agnes. Kngiat.d.
There years ago lived three sisters of
The youngest
the name of Iioynton.
of the three exacted the promise from
the others that on her death her head
should lie placed 011 a table In the hall.
Sl.e mei with «11 accident shortly after
which resulted in her death. Her sisters neglected their promise to her,
and she was buried, head and all. But
on the night after the burial the hall
was thrown into terrible confusion, and
the dead lady appeared to her sisters
She
with her head under her arm.

upbraided th*m with their neglected
on th·
pr unise and. placing the head
In the morning
taiile, disappeared.
the head was still there, and on tb«
coliin being dug up the b<idy was found

headless.
Any attempt to rethe head was followed by disIt wee
turbances during the night.
even buried at a distance from the
house, but was restored by the gbosL
Eventually the bend disappeared, but
to

be

move

liirlifk·

Strong

Mtnda

and

Dad

Hr-nllh.

Lots of success has been pulled off
by invalids, Parkman. the historian,
was a bankrupt in health before he bein a
gan his life's work, llelne lived
UjnttresH grave for yearn. Whs it not

Pope who spoke of "that long disease,

Stevenson pushed
It. L.
my life?"
while he
away death with one hand
wrote aud lighted cigarettes with the
other. There are hundreds of like Installées. Mr. Tllden always was a valetudinarian aud never had any physical
energy to spare. Hut he had mental
energy. Th::t Is the malu thing. Λ
sound body makes for sanity of mind,
but physical energy and mental energy

always
Weekly.

don't

go

together.—Harper*·

I'lenty of Lee·.
Mrs. Barron was one of the new
"summer folk" ami not acquainted
Consequently,
with the vernacular.
she was somewhat surprised, uj>on
sending an order for a roasi of lamb
to the nearest butcher, to receive the
following note in reply: "Dear M«m—

I am sorry 1 have not killed myself
this week, but I can get you a leg off
my brother the butcher at the farther
end of tiie towui. He's full up of what
with
you want. I seen him last night

ace

motion in the tavern yard as never
was, and slaves and white seri-ants
shouting and forcing rearing horses to
their regular standing, and I stroking
best I could
my beast and striving as
to bring bis pure horse wits to comprehend the strong pressure und responsibility of humanity for the situa·

sion,'

It is like the penny in the
milk because it works and
because there is something
astonishing about it.
Scott's Emulsion is simply
a milk of pure cod liver oil
some
with
hypophosphites
especially prepared for delicate

stomachs.

Children take to it naturally
because they like the taste
and the remedy takes just as
naturally to the children because

it is

so

perfectly adapted

to their wants.

For all weak and pale and
thin children Scott's Emulsion

is the most
ment

satisfactory

several days.
lon coca. A decoction of lut) grains of
this plant produces this effect f>>r forty-eight hours, the muscular enerKy
being preserved. The plant appears to
narcotize the nerves of the stoui.icb
und suspend the digestive functions
without affording nutriment.

Murrlaare·
We have been asked if marriage Is a
failure. We have not found It so. We
don't know what our better half
thinks of It. Our opiuion Is that only
when a man mairies a sealskin woman
on a coonsklu income does he flud marIlardemann Free
riage a failure.
—

Press.

Wbr II* Kicked.
Mrs. Newly wed—How dare you object to my bills? Papa pays them til.
Mr. Newlywed—Yes: hang It! But I
haven't the nerve to ask blm to pay
any of mine while you are touching
him up all the time.
Impossible.
"You should sleep on your

treat- madam."

We will send you
the penny, /. e., a
sample free.
Be tort that thb picture la
(he form of a label ii on the
ot
wrapper of every bottle
EmuUion yon buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.

right aid·,

"I really can't do It, doctor. My hoeband talks In his sleep, and I c;A't
hear a thing with my left ear."
All Μ·<· Γρ.

Fred—When I proposed she asked
for a little time to make up her mind.
Madge—Oh, so she makes that up, too Τ

—Chips.

The wise merchant advertises in the
dull season because then the people
have time to read the papers all

jK.ta4fi.oo; illdruggiaU. through.—Philadelphia Inquirer.

J

i

In

the hall.

told why.
ours respectful,
George
When mothers are worried Hve legs. V ^uuh's
Gunton."
Companion.
because the children do not
Λ ΓΙ:ιη( That Qurlla lluiierrr.
strength and flesh we In Peru is ι mud a singular plant, caHarry?" gain
of quelling hunger or thirst for
laughing, say give them Scott's Emul- pable
It is named Krythoxyo-

not enough. ^JVhat say you.
"Your reverence," I said,
"the horse is not mine, as you kn »w."
"Nay, ITarry," he burst forth, "that
we
we all know, and you know that
Doth not
all know, Is but a fable.

persistency

bearing a tray filled with pewter mugs
of strong spirits.
Around this woman's n»*ck «littered
row on row of beads, and she wore a

other spirits which he rained, will)
nilly. from the grape and the grain
for the enhancing of the Joy of Inland defiance of its miseries; but tin
Harrys and Captain Jay nee and tin.
pars· η were nothing particular as t.

looked like one seen in the shining
«well of a silver tankard.

And, I say.
the time with ye, sir?
Master Wlngtleld, what will you take
One I have
for thy horse there?
which can beat him on any course
creeks in
you will pick, with all the
the country to Jump, and the devil
himself to have a shy at, and even will

»
."'.iri'v «ί:ι. !·.ιΐ a r «iriug
Υ.'Ί.·ή
Ι·γ ν ut| .! uii ! ci.·;·,» .1 and
s 11 < 111 < -« I
applause till ft set off the
others wilii i.pplrtuse of it. iûid the
place was a pall .1 ti> ni : : ίΐ ι. 'I'll η that
game colored woman who bad parleyed with ine the other day and was
that night flowing like a savage princess-as in truth she may have been,
for she had a high look as of an uuquenched spirit. in spite of her degradation of body and estate—went about
with a free swinging motion of hlpa.

son..

y
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
Puis Hill.
Baptist Church, Kev. K. O. Taylor, pastor,
Preaching every Sunday at 10 45 a. m. Sunday
School at 12 M. Sabbath Evening Senrice at
7 A) r. M. T. P. 8. C. K. Tue war evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the laat Krl 'ay before the 1st
Sunday of uie month at 3 30 p. M. All not
otlierwlite connected are cordially Invited.
l'ni. -mullet Church, Bev. J. 11. Little, Paetor.
Preaching «errlc* every Sunday at 10 Ai a. M.
S.lla, Scaool at 11:4S A. M.
Pint

11. Gates and William D.
visiting at their old home in
Musquodoboit Harbor, N. S. They will

Kichard
Gates are

be gone about a month.
Dr. M. M. Houghton and Mrs. F. E.
era.
Beedy entertained a few friends Tuesof last week with a Mother
Job Printing -New type, fast presses, steam day evening
low prices Goose dinner, and game of Flinch in the
power, experienced workmen anil
to make this department of
complete anil popular.

our

combine
ness

busl-1

Coming Event*.
Nov. 24.—Thanksgiving.
Dec. tf.—Oxford Pomona

Grange, South Paris.

Thanksgiving.
PRo<

LAMATION

BY

THS

PRESIDENT.
the

"It has pleased Almighty God to bring
American jieop'e In safety and honor through
another jear, and. In accordance with the long
unbroken custom handed down to us by our
forefathers, the time has come when a special
-*1 apart In which to think him who
day shall be
holds all nation. In the hollow of bis hand for
the meicle* thus vouchsafe·! to us. During the
centurv and a quarter ol our national life we as
have been blessed beyond all others,
a
and for this we owe humb'e and he »rtfelt thanks
of all blesidng*.
author
the
to
"The year that has closed h«s been one of
own [«orders as well as tietween
our
within
peace
The harvests have
us anil all other nations
been abuudant, an 1 those wh > work, whether
with hand or brain, are prospering greatly. Reward has willed upon honest tffort. We have
been enabled to do our duty to ourselves and to
other·. Never ha* there been a time when religmore
has been
ious and charitable effort
evident. Much has been given to us anil much
will be expected from u*. We «peak of what has
been done bv thN nntlon in no spirit of boastful
ne·· or vain glory, but with full and reverent
realisation that our strength Is -s nothing unless
Hitherto we have
we are helped from above.
been given the heart and the strength to do the
tasW-i allotted to us as they severally arose. We
are thankful for all that has been done for ua In
the past, and we pray that In the future we may
be strengthened In the unending struggle to do
our duty fearlessly and honestlv, with charity
and good will, with respect for ourselves ana
love to our feMowmen.
"In this great republic the effort to combine
national strength with personal freedom Is being
tried on a «cale more gigantic than ever before In
the world's history. Our success will mean
much, not onlv for ournelve*. but for the future
of all mankind, ami every man or woman In our
laud should feel the grave responsibility resting
this sucupon him or her. for in the last analysis
cess mu*t depend upon the high average of our
which
in
Individual citizenship, upon the way
each of us does his duty by himself and his

people

neighbor.
"Now, therefore. 1. Theodore Roosevelt, Presi-

appoint

and
dent of the l ulled States, do hereby
set apart Thursday, the 24th of this Sovemlier,
to be observed as a day of festival and thanksgiving by all the people of the United States, at
Dome or abroad, ami do recommend that on that
day they ceaoe from their ordinary occu|>atlons
and gather In tbelr several places of worship or
In their homes, devoutly to give thanks unto Almighty God for the benefits he has conferred
and to
upon us as Individuals and as a nation,
beseech him that In the future his divine favor
mav lie continued to us.
"In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my
hand an I caused the seal of the I'nlted States to
be affixed.
"Done at the city of Washington this ilrst day
of November in the yeai of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and four, and of the Independence of the United Stat» ·» the one hundred
and twenty-ninth.
"Theodore Roosevelt.
"By the President.
John Hay, Secretary of State."

governor's proclamation.
In accordance with the custom, which has pre
vailed since the time of the Pilgrims, ami con
forming to the proclamation of the President. I.
John F Hill, Governor of Maine, hereby appoint
Thursday, November tweuty-fourth, Instant, as
the

Thanksgiving Day.
Upon that day let

usual νoca
lions, and In the church and bv the fireside let
to
Almighty God for
us express our gratitude
the unceasing manifestations of his loving care
and the manifold blessings which we have received at his hands.
The year has been one of bountiful harvests.
Prosperity has blessed both the State and the
Nation. As with grateful hearts we acknowledge
the beneficence of Him who watches over all,
let us not forget the needv and unfortunate, but
bv deeds of charity and beuevolence, give them
also cause for thanksgiving.
Given at the Kxecutive Chamber at Augusta
thl* first day of November, In the year ot our
Lord one thousand nine hundred ami four an
of the independence of the Unite·! Stales ol
America, the one humlred an-i twenty-ninth.
By the Governor, with the advice and consent ol
the Council.
John F Hill.
Byron Boyd, Secretary of State.
u*

suspend

our

NKW A DVEKTISKMKNTS.
Men'*.m<l Women'· Fur Coats.
Domestic Wrapper».
BIk Mark Down Sale.
Skate«.
3 Notice» of Appointment.
For Sale.
for Sale.
Two Bankruptcy Notices.
Salesman Wanted.

For

Republicanism

Predictions
the

result

of

and

Roosevelt.

and estimates
the

regarding

election have been

quite frequently capped

with the cau-

tious reservation, "But surprising things
happen in politics." They

sometimes

do, and they did in last Tuesday's election, but the surprise is not in the character of the victory, but in its magnitude,

predictions of even the most
enthusiastic and optimistic of Repub-

beyond
licans.

the

It is as near a

unanimous vote

is necessary or desirable.
The result is a splendid vindication of
Republican principles and the titnesa of

as

evening.

The tiret supper of the season in connection with the Ladies1 Univerealiet
Circle will be held at Academy Hall Friday evening of this week at half past six.
All are cordially invited. Supper will
be followed by a promenade. Admission to the hall fifteen cents; children
under twelve years ten cents. To those
not contributing toward the supper ten
•■ente extra will be charged. Dancing

monial

to

Ε. B. Curtis Λ· Co. opened their new
market in the J. M. Thayer store
Saturday. They show a good variety of
meat and appear to start with a good
ueat

patronage.

2:30
at
On Wednesday afternoon
•'clock the annual business meeting of
rhe Ladies' Baptist Circle will meet with
Mrs. Lydia Hammond. It is important
for all ladies in the society to be present
te
new officers are to be chosen and
work planned for the coming year.
Mr. William G. Harlow, Miss lone
Harlow and Miss Gertrude Harlow of
Dixtield were guests at George M. Atwood'e Saturday and Sunday.
For the first time in five and a half
years, Paris Hill had a serious fire last
week, the stand on Tremont Street,
owned and occupied by Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Andrews,

being entirely

con-

discovered at
sumed. The fire was
about six o'clock Thursday afternoon.
The liâmes having already made such
progress as to be beyoud control, efforts
were made to save as much as possible
of the household goods and keep the
surrounding buildings wet down. The
origin of the tire is not certainly known,
but it is thought that a spark from the
kitchen chimney fell upon the stable
ro«'f and burned its way through to the
hay mow, which was all on fire when discovered. It was with great difiiculty
th.it Mr. Audrews got out his horses, the
hay loft falling iu about the time he got
them through the door. Other contents
• t the stable,
including harnesses and a
pitr. were destroyed. Some of the houseon
the ground fioor were
hold goods
saved in damaged condition and Mr.
tud Mrs. Andrews and Albion Audrews,
who was boarding with them, lost all
their clothing except what they were
wearing at the time. The entire loss
will approach a thousand dollars with
only thret> hundred dollars insurance.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrews "had purchased
this home with the earnings of industry
and frugalitv and the sympathy of the
commuuity is attested by a generous
subscription for their aid raised immediately after the fire.
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to those through whose efforts our home
was saved from destruction by tire.
Emily A. Stowe.
Marietta H. Stowe.
Dickvale.
School closed with an eutertaiument
by the McKinley League Saturday evening, Nov. 5, also a box supper. Over
$10 was realized from the sale of boxes.
E. A. Faruum is in town putting up
the telephone wire.
Ira B. Wing, Jr., and Herbert Bowker
■ire cutting hard wood for J. C. Wyman.
Peru.
Mr. Lewis of Boston has been visitiug
his sister, Mrs. Annie Conant.
J. E. Conaut Λ Sous have them a new
Dick harrt»w.
The schools of the town of Peru
organized a town league November 4,
with a very large attendance.
Schools closed in town last Friday.
S. A. Getchell is threshing this fall.
Α. II. Brain vrd and Herman Stillmau
have gone to ( 'an to η to work.
East Brownfield.
The Congregational Circle met at Mrs.
E. A. G. Stickney's last week.
The schools have closed for a short
vacation.
Frank Marston was at home to vote
last Tuesday.
The Grange voted at its last meeting
to have Miss Alice Moore lecture before
it at an early date.
The W. C. T. U. held its regular meeting with Mrs. Julia Bean last Friday.
I)r. Marston has returned from the
hospital and is progressing well.
Preparations are being made to
observe Temperance Sunday in three
churches here.
Oxford.
The grange had an initiation and supper Saturday evening. W. S. Larrabee
of Auburn, state organizer, was present.
Annie Hayes and Grace Farnham have
Uone to Portland to attend business col-

lege.

the

hold

which

Theodore

ing

Clayton S. Mclntire and bride have

best wishes. Upon their return
from a trip to (Quebec they wiil make
their home on the place south of his old
home, which his father, L. E. Mclntire,
bought some time since, and on which
have
been
extensive improvements
people for it had not been so strong that made.
no one cared, or dared, to interfere with
Mrs. C. H. Kolfe of Albany is visiting
it The campaign just closed has been her sons, Henry and Phil.
Chas. Merrill has moved his house
fought largely on the issue of his perfrom the Mclntire road to his land on
sonality, his opponents beginning by the
Norway road.
charging him with being "dangerous,**
Mr. and' Mrs. G. A. Miller drove to
and going on in the downward scale until, Mechanic Falls Saturday, returning Sunduring the last two weeks before elec- day.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert York have gone
tion, they were assailing him with slanto Bethel for the winter.
derous, unsupported charges of corrupt
Mrs. C. H. Pride and daughter spent
bargaius with the trusts. But what the last week at North Fryeburg.
This school closed Oct. 28.
people think about it any one may see
The Temple Hill school closed Nov. 0
by even a slight acquaintance with the with an
entertainment in the evening.
election returns.
The teacher, Miss Edith Pitts, goes to
The indisputable fact is that the peo- her home in Kennebunk for her vacaple of this country like Theodore Roose- tion.
Mrs. Lewis Sawin is
quite sick.
velt because he is energetic, straightMaude Miller is helping her.
forward, outspoken, fearless and honest.
Mrs. Chas. Ryerson of Norway spent
He lacks some of the traditional arte of last week with her sister, Mrs. Martha
Roosevelt

has

on

the

hearts

of

the

by

our

nomination
His
American
people.
would have been opposed by politicians
of his own party, if the demand of the

well attended and much enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Eilborn, who have
risited St. Louis and Oklahoma, have
-eturned after several weeks absence.
Dr. J. II. Wight is improving his resiieuce by enlarging his office.

Henrv Urlgg*
Geo. Uusscll Brings.
Charles Hooper Jackson.
Hlraui Wesley Verrlll.
Sidney Foster Verrlll.

tree.

Mrs. Ida Haggett of Portland is visither parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Hawkes.
The Sons of Temperance had a supper
and entertainment Thursday evening at
than ever before since 18W2, the Repub- Temperance Hall.
Fred Glover broke his collar bone
lican party has secured the verdict of the
while at play last week.
American people, and will for four years
A son of Elder Jared Whitman preachmore be in full possession of the goved at the Advent Chapel Sunday.
ernment and responsible for its conduct.
East Waterford.
The result is also a remarkable testithe Republican party to govern. Against
a Democratic party more nearly united
and on a "safer and saner" platform

BKhri.
W«t Paris.
Mr. Bryant has hia store completed
The Uni versai ista bad good patronage
to their dinner, supper, and entertain- ι md is doing business at the old stand.
ment last Friday, toe proceeds being The store has been enlarged and improvibout |35. The baby show in the after- ( id in many ways with a rent in the
leeond story. Mr. Bryant will add to
aoon was a very interesting affair, nearly thirty babies being present. The ! lis stock of goods and is sure of a libbabies were on their best behavior and ural patronage.
the mothers much enjoyed the occasion.
Monday the Rebekahs from South
After lunch was served to the mothers, ! '*arie and Milan were guests of Sun·
iet Rebekah Lodge of Bethel. ▲ nice,
» few appropriate remarks were made
Rev. Mr. Nelson of the Methodist church nipper was served by the ladies' circle
were
<
if
the Universalist society and the work
the
children
All
who was present.
then presented with a souvenir of a toy if the degree team was much enjoyed
Everett Chase. Fol- 1 >y all.
; radie by Mrs. C.
Mr. J. C. Billings went to South
Owing are the names of the babies
framingham last Saturday accompanied
inder three years:
)y hie daughter whom he left for mediMary Elizabeth Marshall.
Ethel Columbia Flavin.
:al treatment.
Thursday evening he
Dorothy Almtra Wardwe.l.
•eceived a message that her condition
Lula Day.
iras more unfavorable and he left home
Kuth Gertrude Nelson.
Beryl Ethylln Brlggs.
Friday morning.
Myrtle Emogene Robinson.
J. W. Nelson of the News office has
Maud Bowk» r Tuell.
-eturned from a visit with relatives at
Dot I* Gertrude Merrill.
Kathleen Small.
lyegate, Vt.
Baby Small.
Mrs. F. S. Chandler spent a few days
Bessie Lute Greeley.
η Norway with her little granddaughter,
Ellen Arline Porter.
a Ivin Dale Swift.
Svelyn Chandler, who had the misforHarlan Percy Washburn.
:une to break her log.
WUIlam Kdward Stllwell.
The entertainment of "Motion PicCarroll Frederick Scott.
Samuel Damon.
ures" in Odeon Hall under the auspicee
Ronald Alfred l'crham.
if the Bethel Àthletic Association was
Ray nold Everett Chase.

[n the
was

evening

given:

the

following programme

Gould Academy will close the fall
Nov. 23d.
The ladies of the M. E. church served

Mr. L. M. I'lsh.
Trombone fk>lo
Chickadee Song,·
Madge Tuell.
Mrs. C. H. Bate*.
Vocal Solo..
Farce, "An afternoon with the doctor," wl'h
the followlug cast of characters :
M re Bertha A. Cole.
Dr. .lane Cure,
Mrs. Cora l>. Lurvey.
Miss May Hart,
Mrs Eva M. Swift.
Miss Grâce Dare
Mrs. Mtldre F. Davis.
Mrs. U'lloullhan
W
Jefferson
Carroll A. Bacon.
G.
Kphralm
Will Ε Pratt
Huns Schweitzer,
Robert Churchill.
Erand Poy.
M. S. Davie.
Mrs.
5. Song, Blue Bell
AUco Barden.
I. Kong. A Little Wanderer
Mr. F. L. Starblrd.
Γ. Reading
«. Graphophone selections, ..Mr. F. L .Wyman.
l.
!.
I.
I.

:erra

pie supper Thursday evening.
Thursday evening, Nov. 17, the stuieuts of Gould Academy will present
:ho drama "My Lord in Livery" at
ι

Ddeon Hall. The first part of the programme will consist of music and recitations. A good audience is assured.
Mrs. Ν. E. Richardson has returned
from Norway where she went to assist
η the care of her father.

Mr. Wymau has the best graphophone
ever heard in this vicinity, and the seThe comlections were much enjoyed.
mittee wish to extend special thanks to
All those who so generously and kindly
iissisted in making the entertainment a
«uccess.

Greenwood.

has boen
Mrs. F. E. Wheeler,
having another attack of illness, is now
who

gaining again.

Mrs. Thoits of Boston was at Frank
Reed's recently and took her mother,
Mrs. Ethan Willis, back to Hoston with
her to spend the winter.
Hev. and Mrs. A. J. Parker, having
got nicely settled, will be pleased to entertain tneir friends on Tuesday afternoon of this week, Nov. 15, from 3 to 5
o'clock, wishing to become acquainted
with the people in the vicinity of North
and West Paris.
The programme for the school entertainment which is to be held at Dunham's Hall, Nov. 18th, is as follows:
A Thanksgiving Party, by four girls.
Recitation—'The Limitation of Youth,

Ellsworth Curtis.

Thanksgiving In Turkey Land,
By Thirty two Scholars.
Hazel Bacon.
Song—Always In the Way
Dialogue—That Dreadful Boy.
Recitation—Ma's Physical Culture.

Albert Scrlbner.

Single Blessedness.
Tableaux, ! Not Quite so Blessed.
I Blessed Beyond Measure.
Clara Bacon.
Recitation—When

Dialogue—W h

She Left.

Sone—Grandmother Brown
Dialogue—The Assessor.

Alice

Barden.

Cake Walk.

Sociable following the entertainment.
Admission to both entertainment and
sociable, 15 cents.

Bryant's

Pond.

At the last meeting of Franklin Grange
there was a nice entertainment, consisting of readings by Dennett of Lewiston
and singing by the choir. After the entertainment the meeting was called to
order and action was taken in regard to
held Nov. 17,
an entertainment to be
afternoon and evening, the proceeds to
go to the Old Ladies' Home at Norway.
Committees were appointed to make
There is
the necessary arrangements.
to be a sale table, home-made
candy
table, and tish pond, in the afternoon.
Supper will be served at G oclock, 15
cents for a single person, 25, cents per
couple, and 10 cents for children. In
the evening there will be a farce, singing and a good time generally.
Mrs. Minnie Cushman and Mrs. Martha
Dudley are canvassing the town for
votes at 10 cents each for Mrs. Martha
Davis and Mrs. Albina f'ole, the one receiving the most votes to become the
possessor of a largo easy chair. Their
friends will please take notice and govMrs.
themselves
ern
accordingly.
Davis is a charter member of Franklin
Grange and has always been an earnest
worker in the order. Mrs. Cole is a
much loved and respected resident of
the village.
This project to raise funds for this
worthy institution at Norway, although
started in the grange, is not confined to
the grange, but all townspeople are cordially invited to help, and not only atthe
entertainment
tend the
17tb,
but to assist in the good work in other
ways. Articles for the sale table, for
the tish pond, candy table, and food for
the table, are solicited and will be gratefully received, and any assistance by
persons wishing to help in this good
work will be acceptable.
The drama played by the West Paris
people here Thursday night was a sucIt was a good night, a
cess all around.
good play, and a good crowd. The
specialties between acts were greatly
enjoyed. The trombone solos by L. M.
Irish were fine. Singing by Miss Miriam
Lane was greatly enjoyed.
Songs by
Alice Barden, and clog dancing by Earl
Bacon brought down the house. There
was dancing after the drama until after
12 o'clock.
little son
Mrs. Carroll Bacon and
Earle were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Farnum on Tuesday night.
Mrs. Ada Barden and Laura and Alice,
Miss Jennie Brown and Mr. Dunham
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Lurvey the night of the drama.
Mrs. Barden and girls spent the day
Wednesday with her aunt, Mrs. J. L.
Bowker.
Percy Bowker arrived at his parents'
Saturday afternoon. He and his brother
Albert started Friday morning on a ten
days' hunting trip. Mrs. Albert Bowker
will stop at J. L. Bowker's while her
husband is away.
Webster Farnum shot a large deer re-

cently.

BrownfJeld.
The students of the grammar school
will present a drama in Memorial llall
Friday evening, Nov. 18. After the entertainment ice cream will be served.
Miss Lena Perkins and Master Ray
Ham went to Portland Wednesday.
Mrs. Burnell has nroved into her new
store. She keeps a largo assortment of

ladies' furnishing
women want.

goods, just

what the

The Republicans in this town are very
much elated over the election.
The sick ones in this village are comfortable.
Mr. Selden Boynton and family are
going to Gorham, Ν. IL, to spend the
winter.
Business is very good in Brownlield at

The cold autumn has often been a
uibject of remark, but we had little
idea of what the froet was doing until
commencing to bank up the north side
>f the house last Saturday, when the
ground was found so crusted as to make
it necessary to use the pick. Is the
comiug winter destined to be a duplicate
nf the last? If so, then, 0, then; for that
"land where the flower of the orange
blows, and the firefiies dance through
the myrtle boughs!" Thus imitating the
despised Hebrew, who often turns his
face towards Jerusalem, and sighs for
the country that is no longer his. But
we are writing locals, not sentimentality.
Daniel Bryant and his housekeeper
spent Wednesday evening at the Bennett
place. He says his three nephews who
have been buying apples have quit the
business for the present on account of
the dullness of the market and so many
apples being injured by freezing. Mr.
Bryant started Thursday morning on a
visit to his relatives in Preeport.
John Iiowe and wife of Yarmouth
came up and made a brief visit in the
neighborhood the first of the week.
Frank Maxfield has moved his goods
to Sylvester Cole's and will make it his
home there for the present. His family
now consists of a wife and two children,
one of each sex.
Ernest Herrick has moved to South
Paris, his family consisting only of himHis brother, Rawson,
self and wife.
spoken of last week, instead of casting
about for a life partner, has closed his
bouse and gone to work in the Albany
woods. Girls, wake up! What are you
thinking about?
The Ilenricks brothers huve arrived
at Edgar Morgan'κ and intend to stop
some two weeks.
They have not abandoned the idea of building a cottage on
the mountain, although delayed on account of their mother's death.
Whoever sent that package of papers
to us, about fifty in number, is entitled
to our thanks and gets them.
They
furnish a large amouut of interesting
reading especially for the young people.
Another girl baby was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Peabody last week.
That makes the second one in the family
aud something of a disappointment in
the sex.
It almost seems as though Mr. Parker
resigned his office a little too soon.
Perhaps he had never heard the old
adage about a bird in the hand being
worth twice as much as a bird in the
bush. Mr. Parker said some naughty
things about the president, which it is
hoped he will take back now, especially
if lie expects to go to heaven.
Horace Judkius has just called here
and reports himself in very poor health.
He had about 100 barrels of apples which
he sold so as to clear just β0 cents per
barrel.
North

Albany.

Milford Brown, George Baker and
Abner Kimball are at work for Leslie
Kimball.
Mrs. Martha Kimball has returned
from Lowell, Mass., and is working for
her son's wife doing housework.
Olla Emery was at home for the day
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Brice Kimball visited at
Hanover Wednesday.
Arnold Brown and Charles Kimball
are

having quite good

success

having caught two skunks

so

trapping,

far.

Walker of Norway was in this
and Wednesday on his
way to and from Bethel on business.
George Baker while in the woods at
work was tired at for a deer but fortunately was not bit.
Two more men began work for Leslie
Kimball Monday cutting pulp wood.
Mrs. Winnie Blades (not Blage as reported) has gone to Boston en route for
home where she will visit her brother
and sister who reside in that place.
The scholars and others of this district are to give an entertainment at
Songo school house on Tuesday evening,
Nov. 22d. A small sum will be charged
for admission as they wish to purchase a
Hag. All are cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Brice Kimball visited at
their son's Wednesday at Waterford.
Election day was very quiet here this
year.
Dr.

place Tuesday

East Hebron.
are very prevalent.
B. C. Keene is slowly improving in
htalth.
A. P. Brown is very sick and his recovery is not anticipated by his friends.
Mr. Prank Blyo is gaining and he intends to return to his home in Lynn

Colds

shortly.

Mr. and Mrs.

Lemuel

Greene from

Portland returned homo from visiting
lier mother, Mrs. E. Allen.

Lawrence Hodsdon of Auburn with
his wife and daughter were the guests of
his parents a few days last week.
Mrs. Frost and Mrs. StAnley Hodsdon
were in this place from Turner recently.
A. M. Fogg is at home having his
apples packed this week.
Miss Clara Merrill is slowly gaining
of late, but is still very feeble.
L. G. Perry has a smart little grandson that lives in the bouse with his
grandparents. He is but five years and
Fias been ready to go to Auburn with
his grandpapa to market at four in the
morning and steps out and sells the contents of the can and has the money.
Several weeks since his grandpapa deposited $9 of that money. One day he
took ninety cents for his sale of articles.
If you have any smarter boys let's hoar
from them.
Mr. Hussey has bought large quantities
Ricker from Turner,
of apples. Mr.
Mr. Fred Packard of this place and nu-

professional politician, but hie Pride.
Mr. Calvin Hamlin died the 10th from
position to-day demonstrates that they the effects of a shock suffered a week present.
are not essential to the highest political
ago. He was 89 years of age and we
South Rumford.
In spite of all the abuse of hie believe the oldest person in town. His
success.
Charles S., has always lived
Friends to the number of thirty gave
opponents, there are few who do not in only child,
on the home farm on the old stage road
Miss Mary Fuller a birthday surprise
their hearts believe that the executive
between Norway and South Waterford
party Monday evening, Nov. 7, and preis
our
of
being and cared for his father.
government
department
sented her with a handsome lamp. Her
conducted on as high a plane of statesmother, who was in the secret, provided
in
as
ever
its
The
peohistory.
a
tine treat of cake, coffee, candy and
manship
West Sumner.
Pearl Putnam with his violin
betrust
Roosevelt's
apples.
ple
judgment, they
Mrs.
and
Small
Β.
M.
Small,
Attorney
and Edgar Wyman at the organ furnishlieve him honest and high-minded, and
visited
of
Eleanor
Farmington
baby
ed music for dancing. George Jones1
they have registered their verdict at the Capt. and Mrs. G. M. Small a few days graphophone was much enjoyed.
merous others have been shipping their
recently.
Miss Ora Thurston is helping Mrs. apples and still the ground is covered
polls.
home
has
returned
Emery Ryerson
Hattie Abbott at East Rumford for a few under the trees with nice apples.
from Lynn, Mass. He has been sick but
School closes this week. On Friday
days.
to
busireturu
able
to
Q. A. Robertson.
soon
to
be
hopes
Eugene Davir. has had the local tele- they have an exhibition in the evening
jiess.
Hon. Gustavu* A. Robertson, mayor
phone put in, also Edgar Wyman and and a supper. The proceeds go to buy
Dr. E. J. Marston is improving in Lewis Dunn in Peru Annex.
Miss Bearce
a dictionary for the school.
of Augusta, who died at his homo Frihealth. The nurse. Miss McCollister, reLee Elliott works on the river and has given general satisfaction and Is exday night, was a native of Bethel, where turned to her home in Canton Monday.
boards at his father's.
he was born 05 \ears ago, and where his
pected to teach the winter term.
Mrs. Clara Keene of North Buckfield
aged father still lives. He had been en- is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. HanDenmark.
gaged in the work of teaching until nah Bates.
Norway Lake.
within a few years, having been twenty*
The officers of the Universalist Circle
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray are in
Scott Pottle
and
Ethel
Etta
Kilgore,
five years connected with the Augusta
chosen at the last business meeting are and Wesley Tucker are having measles Portland for a few days.
schools. He was serving his second
Dr. Shaw's mother and a lady friend
as follows:
this week.
and
in
of
the
term as mayor
city,
President— Mtae Hot Hcald.
Mr. S. A. Stevens has gone to Presque ire spending a few days with him here.
a
of
was
member
the
elected
September
Vice President—Mr» G. A. Chandler.
Mr. ▲. H. Witham was able to go to
Isle to spend the winter with his
Maine senate from Kennebec County.
Mre E- S Tuell.
Treaa
the polls last Tuesday and cast a vote
daughter, Mrs. J. O. Smith.
Chairman Kx. Com.—Mr. Willi· Ames.
the

—

Janitor—Mr Arthur

Itouney.

Mrs. Helen Robertson of Harrington,
Hunting item frmn Carrabassett: Mrs.
Philena Nugent shot a fine deer in the' Maine, Is in our village on an extended
orchard, one day last week, and, with' visit to her parents, Capt. and Mrs. β.1
the assistance of Jennie Comber and Miss M. Small.
Appleton, the teacher, they dreeaed it) Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Ryerson are enteroff and had some of the steak for supper taining their daughter and husband, Mr.
when the men returned from their work. and Mrs. Raymond, of Massachusetts.

L.

Mothers1 Club will meet with Mrs. J.

Partridge

Nov.

15th.

An extra

meeting.
Norway Lake Woman's Clnb will meet
with Mrs. C. F. Boober Nov. 16th. It
will be a

Thanksgiving afternoon.

George Frost has moved into the rent
recently occupied by Warner Kneeland,

[or President.
Mr. Elmer Black of Hiram is putting
in a new slip here for the Saco Water
j Power Co.
Mrs. 8. T. Brown has returned from
ι
'
1er visit in Conway.
Mr. C. I. Smithy has been at the camp
ι i few days cookini (or a party.

Btickfleld.

C. P. Hatch and R. H. Morrill have
| {one np country banting deer.
A dinner at the M. E. vestry Wednealay netted about 98.
R. C. Bradford and wife of Portland
irere in town Friday visiting Mrs. Brad1 ford's parents.
The mercury has been in close prox! mity to zero for several mornings.
A reception is soon to be tendered to
ihe Nesinscot History Club by the Buck·
fold Literary Club at Nezlnscot Hall.
Ο. E. Waite has got settled in Miss Mary
Ball's rent.
A cat got her head in an empty can at
Dr. Heald'i recently. The doctor's dog
iratched proceedings with great Interest
until Mi*. Heald shook the cat from the
an, when the cat and dog left the

An Immense

Majority

for

DOMESTIC WRAPPERS

Here and There.

REPUBLICAN LANDSLIDE

The Boston Herald serve» notice on
that if in six months
om this time "the great industrial com-

Roosevelt ΙΓ resident Roosevelt

Do you enjoy wrapper comfort ? If not, you should try the Do
have been formed dur1 Vrappers. They are a» near perfect in style, fit and workmanship
Mi ig the last few years
a
ave a tolerated existence," it will be ? ι
possible to make wrappers. We have on hand large stock in print
DBEAM8 OF
1 BK8ULT BKTOITD THE
igitimately inferred that he does not
Ι β ae fit to enforce the law. The lau- i nd flannelette.
AVARICE OF THE CAMPAIGN
of
8 uage used by the Herald is capable
)NE LOT of flannelette in blue, silver gray and red, full front, braid around
MANAGERS.
but under any
.....
I ^ arying interpretations,
*1.00
yoke, belt, full liounce skirt,
has
Herald
of
the
put
it,
nderstanding
which
silver gray, cap on shoulder?, trimmed
a
and
in
blue
programme
( )NE LOT of heavy flannelette
ρ to the president
could
In the national election of Not. 8th t lie most ardent "trust-ouster"
g;
with braid front and back, full flounce skirt,
ardly expect to see carried out in the
the expected happened, though it
1 ime allotted.
pened with such vehemence—perhaps
strenuousness wonld be the proper word I
Two ancient Democratic strongholds
Not in the
—as to astonish everybody.
rere carried bv the Republicans—M isNow that the cold weather is here, wou'dn't you be more comfortable
haste.
in
hot
premises
most optimistic claims put out'in ad-L ouri, and Scarboro, Maine.
Now old Uncle Heienze out in Pennvith a new outing night robe? We have a large line in women's and
ranee of the election was any such overtylvania predicts a colder winter than
I
and
immediately < :hildren's sizes.
Bourke Cockran will,
last. It gives us the shivers.
whelming victory for Roosevelt
Gladiatorial contests are reported Fairbanks foreshadowed as the result { iter the assembling of congress, bring )NE LOT children's robes of good outing, striped, blue and pink, good full
from various directions.
This is one of the weeks that there
seems to be but little local material.

North Parle.
W. E. Curtis has bought a horse of A.
P. Andrews & Sons, Norway.
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews cele-

£ inations which

and Fairbanks.

IJ

hap-11

^

a nonin the 1 orward a bill for the creation of
the
I mrtisan commission to inquire into
ources of the national campaign funds
The Republican candidates for presi- btained by the two great parties. It is
won't get
dential electors were chosen in every afe to guess that the bill
the committee this session.
northern and western state, and in teyond

It is without a
history of the country.

proved.

parallel

,

OUTING FLANNEL NIGHT ROBES.

$ .60
sizes, 4 to 12 years,
DNK LOT ladies' robes of heavy outing, plain colors and white, trimmed witb
14 to

braid, sizes

11
11

17,

? ,»9

styles

We have many other

Missouri, which no one had been wild I
We have just elected for a full term a
brated the fiftieth anniversary of their enough to claim for the Republicans. I nan who has been president of the
and
Their
Parker
5th.
Nov.
daughter,
marriage,
The only states choosing
Jnited States already for more than
Mrs. Edwards, and Rev. D. F. Nelson
Davis electors are Alabama, Arkansas,
liree years—and half of us don't know
and family were present.
Louisiana, 1 tow to pronounce his name.
Adna Barrows and wife were at F. E. Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South CaroGowell's, Nov. 4th.
Loretta Churchill epent last lina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.
Mrs.
Judge Parker made some mistakes
< luring the campaign, especially in its
week at Ε. E. Field's and F. E. Gowell's.
have
335
will
Fairbanks
and
Roosevelt
1 ast weeks, but he was evidently not mis·
Oscar Chandler got a deer Nov. 4th.
133 for Parker
aken in his forecast of the result. It
Mrs. Carrie Marshall visited her sister, electoral votes, against
and Davis, with the 8 votes of Maryland
Mrs. W. E. Curtis, recently.
ranspires that before the campaign was
to
The plurality for Roosevelt h >ver he had made arrangements
in doubt.
iractice law after the election, and that
Mrs. Π. W. Dunham has visited her on the popular vote is over 2,000,000— ] is
long ago as early in July he informed
friend, Mrs. Dr. Andrews, at Brunswick the largest ever given an American ! lis mother that there was no hope of his
1
recently.
ilection.
candidate.
Mrs. A. D. Andrews visited in PortFull returns indicate that there is no
land last week.
J. S. Keen is shipping milk to Port- uncertain state except Maryland. The I If that was his view of the outlook, it
I s the more to be regretted that he saw
land.
plurality there is very small, probably
in
Apple buyers are plenty with little ad- less than 100, and the official count will I It to depart from his highin standard
the attack
;he campaign and lead
vance in price.
I
result.
the
to determine
in the unII. W. Duuham has bought two pure be necessary
jpon Kooseveltand Cortelyou
bred Holstein heifers of Arthur Chand- It is probable that seven electors will be I supported charge of a corrupt bargain
trusts. And it further detracts
ler.
chosen from one party and one from I with the
Mrs. Bessey visited her sister in PortI Tom his dignity that, while he accepts
the other, but which way the vote will ;he result with
general equanimity, he
land recently. Two of her nephews, the
nothing practically reiterates the charge in his
Weecott boys of Portland, with a friend, go is yet uncertain. Happily,
ifter-election statement.
visited her this fall.
hinges on it.
The Republican state tickets were not I

juting. prices 50c.

to

in

robes,

ladies'

$1 -75·

plain

in

and

striped

J

|(

[

Hebron.
The Sunshine Society met Friday with
Mrs. Fred Cushman and the afternoon
was spent sewing for Mr. Fred Gurney's
motherless children.
Rev. Mr. Cotton of Norway preached
here Sunday in exchange with Dr. Crane.
Ansel Skolfield, one of the students,
spent Saturday and Sunday with his
parents at his home in Candy's Harbor.
Mrs. Skolfield returned with him Monday, staying a few days at Miss C. S.
Tripp's where her son is boarding.
The Myrtle Tunnel, the new vessel
that has been built for Capt. Skoltield,
was launched this week, and Capt. and
Mrs. Skolfield expect to sail in a few
weeks for southern ports.
The Ladies' Circle met Tuesday with
Mrs. A. M. Richardson. Eighteen were
present and a pleasant afternoon en-

I

successful in all the northern states.
In fact, Roosevelt everywhere ran ahead
of the Republican state tickets. Several
statee which gave

large majorities

anything

I
to the I

national

Democratic governors.

I

I

war

We want to say

It Is

just

ae

well that Maine will not

Herald

Republicans
majority in the

The

Mrs. Carry and little daughter, who
have been spending some weeks with
her mother, Mrs. A. J. Blake, have returned to their home in Rumford Falls.
Mr. F. S. Falkins of Portland, who hae
been camping out with Dr. Merrill, killed two deer and took them to hie home
in Portland Monday.
We were saddened at hearing of Mr.
Harry Wight's death yesterday. He
went to Norway for treatment and passed away before the operation.
The railroad track near the station on
the Hastings road is being taken up.
Mrs. Herbert Cole will entertain the
Mt. Kills next Thursday, Not. the 10th.
The funeral of Mr. Harry Wight
occurred on Saturday afternoon, Rev.
Mr. James
Henry Farrar officiating.
Wight, brother of the deceased, of Boston, was present, also the sister and family of South Paris. Mrs. Harriman, a
cousin, of Bethel, was present at the

funeral.

Mrs. Wesley Wight of Gorham, Ν. H.,
in town Saturday.
The Mountain View Grange will meet
next Friday evening at the town hall.
New candidates for admission.
Mr. William Chapman is having a
telephone put into his house.
was

Lovell.
Rev. C. H. Shank and O. C. Eastman
went to West Stoneham Tuesday and
came back Thursday. They got a good
deer.
Ingalleof Bridgton and Ο. E. Andrews
The price does not
are buying apples.
seem to improve any.
The special services at the Christian
church closed Sunday, and Mr. Morrell
has returned to New Bedford.
The Ladies1 Library Club will have a
supper and entertainment at Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 4, Wednesday evening.
The schools in town closed this week
and have been ten weeks in length.
Jessie A. Chapman and her sister Carrie attended the Jameson Local Union
of Christian Endeavor at Sabago Lake
Saturday, and are visiting in Hiram and

Fryeburg.

Sumner.

Thomas Foster is very poorly.
Mrs. Arabine Abbott is at home from
Paris.
Bertha Sturtevant is working for Mrs.
W. E. Bowker.
Addie Parlin, who is working on Paris
Hill, visited relatives and friends in this

place recently.

house of

St.
exposition
representa-1 the
he will take in tbe Boer War.

tives, tho latest returns indicating the
election

of 240

Republicans

and

140

I

They "re what you are looking for. They
COLE'S HEATfull money's worth.
ERS cost from $2.25 to $10, and contain

more

in

NOT A SICK DAY SINCE.
"I was taken severely sick with kidney trouble. I tried all sorts of medicines, none of which relieved me. One
day 1 saw an ad. of your Electric Bitters
and determined to try that. After tak-

Atlvi.iu.:

it

ii.m

^^Have

n»r.

ob-1

JI

and Floss.

We also have the "NEW

QS

Λμ

Marlcot
PARIS,

SOUTH

WOOLEN MILLS

Square,
MAINE.

o*

Men's Winter

OVERCOATS
Handsome, cut in the newest

style,

cut

perfectly,

nice

fitting

collar and nicely tailored.
PRICE $7.50 TO $12.00.
ALSO A NICE LINE OF

BELT COATS
in the newest styles.

PRICE $10.00 TO $17.00.
J.

Economy

takes three and one-third as
to write the Itoman numerals
from one to a hundred as the Arabic,
and the chance of error is twenty-one
times as great. It takes three times as
long to read the Itoinan numerals from
one to a hundred as the Arabic, and
the chance of error is eight times ue
It

F. PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

long

Telephone 106-3.

great—Science.

Puffed

I'p.

|

"And then?"
"Why, then he turned up, and since I
he's road those notices he's too proud
to speak to any one."

|

SarciMtlc.

speak unless I have
something worth saying. She—Aren't
you afraid of losing your command of
language?—Detroit Free Press.
Me—I

ntver

NOTICE.

the District Conrt of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
η the matter of
)
Id Bankruptcy.
ΒΟΒΚΒΤΕ L. Buiuoham,
of South Paris, Bankrupt J
To the creditors of Bobert E. L. Bri*'gham In
he County of Oxford and dl-trlct aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the Ath day of
Jov., A. D. 1904, the said Bobert E. L. Hridgham
ras duly adjudicate·! bankrupt, and that the
Irst meeting of his creditor· will be held at
t be Court House, In South Pari*, ou the SOtli
lay of Nor., A. D. 1904, at 10 o'clock In the
orenoon, at which time the said creditors

|
J

Horse Blanltets

and

I HAVE THREE SIZES OF STABLE BLANKETS,
GRADES.
72, 70 AND 80 INCHES LONG, IN ALL
WELL
ON
STAY
AND
WEAR
TO
A BLANKET
SHOULD PIT THE HORSE.
CALL AND GET MY PRICES ON FUR ROBES.
THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.

JAMES N. FAVOR, EUStiSg0"*

Norway, Malno.

01 Main St.,

η

}

*

j

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF

'9

AT ALL

a
lay attend, prove their claims, appoint trustee,
zamine the bankrupt and transact such other
usinées as may properly come before said
lectins.
South Paris, Nov. 14,1904
GEO. A. WILSON,

Referee In

PRICES.

ALSO A NEW LINE OF

Hosiery Underwear
Fancy Collars

Bankruptcy.

-

-

Come in and

see our

Gloves
Etc.

goods at

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
SOUTH PARIS,

..

Paris, West Paria.

HOULTON

same.

being given principally
NOTICE.
It's shameful when youth fails to
furnishings. Among the articles to be
the District Court of the United Sûtes for the
show proper respect for old age, but provided, the blankets and fur coats, 1 ηDistrict
of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
just the contrary in the case of Dr. which form a very important part of tbe ι α the matter of
)
Bankruptcy,
PBANCES L PHELPS,
{In
King's New Life Pille. They cut off sanatorium, are receiving especial care
)
of
Bumford,
Bankrupt.
and
irremaladies no matter how severe
but in every respect the details of tbe
To the creditors of t ranees L. Phelps In the
Jaunspective of old age. Dyspepsia,
interior of the buildings will be attend- ( ounty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on t(ie 12th day of
dice, Fever, Constipation all yield to this ed to with scrupulous attention. No arwas
A.
Shurtleff
F.
at
ov., A. D. 1904, the said Frances L. Phelps
cents
have yet been definitely
perfect Pill. 25
first
rangements
uly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
& Co.'s, South Paris, West Paris.
made for the celebration of the opening, „ teetlng of her creditors will be held at the Court
In South Paria, on the Both day of Nov.,
day and the exact date has not yet been ; I louse,
D. 1904, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
A RUNAWAY BICYCLE,
their
Sxed.
me the said creditors may attend, prove
lalms, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
Terminated with an ugly cut on the
* ad transact such other business as may properly
Bernard Conroy is held In Portland for j >me before said meeting.
leg of J. B. Orner, Franklin Grove, 111.
South Parla, Nov. 14,1904.
It developed a stubborn ulcer unyielding iftsault on Daniel Shea on the steamer

doctors and remedies for four years.
Then Bucklen's Arnica 8*1 ve cured. It's
just as good for Burns, Scalds, Skin
Eruptions and Piles. 25 cents at F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.'s Drug Stores, South

These.ç^^^^

"COUNTRY" Yarn, and Hand Knit Mittens and Hose from the

tion is

to

Full Stock of

Spanish, Saxony, Germantown,

Scotch Iron,

|

Full Illustrated Announcement, fully
describing the principal features of Tbe
Companion's new volume for 1905, will
ing a few doses I felt relieved, and soon be sent to any address free.
thereafter was entirely cured, and have
The Youth's Companion,
not seen a sick day since. Neighbors of 144 Berkeley Street,
Boston, Mass.
of
cured
Rheumatism,
mine have been
Neuralglar Liver and Kidney troubles
The directors of the Maine State Sanaand General Debility." This is what B. torium Association are looking forward
writes.
N.
of
C.,
P. Bass
Fremont,
Only to the opening of their new buildings at
50c. at F. A. Shnrtlcff & Co., South Hebron about Nov. 20. Good progress
Paris.
Paris, West
has been made with the erection of the
different structures and at present attenDOESN'T RESPECT OLD AGE.
to tbe

a

That Reliable Talmar Brand of
Knitting Yarns in

I

for the

MAINE.

Dayton Bolster & Co.

N.

Bet

"They thought lie was dead, and all
the papers printed obituary notices.'

anything

Knitting Yarns.

plu-1

gold, and subscription certificate
fifty-two issues of 1905.

sight.

SOUTH PARIS,

so

fail hiw
Dr. Wank
Democrats.
his real
I'rotehl.
»)r.
In Maine, on a smaller vote than in I
dame might he to do vloienco to the
September, there is a Republican
tthlcs of the m«.illcal j>r )fe.s.*iou—well,
rality of about 37,700, as against 28,600 then, Dr. IVoteid is iiiiu-οίΐ' a sufferer
four years ago and 20,800 at the state from rheumatism, which for a long
j time has resisted all hLs skill. The
election this year.
other day a big Irishman came hobThe Oxford County vote, so far as
was admitted
; bling tip his steps and
tainable, is given elsewhere.
an attendant, who ushered hiai Into
President Roosevelt's first act, upon by
the ollice and called the doctor from
receiving definite news of his election, another part of the house. Presently
that
was to make a public statement
the doctor came limping in just as the
under no circumstances would he be a caller had done.
candidate for re-election.
"Well, my man," said he, "what Is
the matter with you?"
A Lesson of the Election.
"liegorra, sol·," the Irishman answer(New York Tribune.)
ed, "I'd llrst like to know pbwat's the
If tbere had been somewhat less to mailer wid you."
applaud in the Republican administra"I have rheumatism," the physician
tion and considerably more to admire in
admitted.
the Democratic candidate, the practical
"Well, then," eaid the visitor, rising
result would doubtless have been the
a grunt and
same.
A few faults of official conduct from his chair with many
toward
on the part of President Roosevelt would groan and laboring painfully
not have offset in the deliberate judg- the door, "they's two uv us that ought
ment of the voters a shining record of to go to some docther who has sinse
achievements conducing to the perma- enough to cure the both av us."—
nent honor and welfare of the country.
Brooklyn Eagle.
But they were not compelled to make allowances which still left a conclusive
balance on the right side. Under the
The ΛΛ'αν to Drink Milk.
searchlights of a long campaign, the
which contains all the element»
Milk,
President's administration has been
to life, may become tlie uust
vindicated at every point. It was be- necessary
easily digested nnil also the most incause every legitimate argument of the
It is best when
of fo)ds.
opposition failed that his opponents re- digestible
sorted at last in desperation to the base taken warm, but few persons cure Îji*
It is warm milk. It may be taken cool, but
weapons of intrigue and slander.
deplorable that their candidate wax uot cold, and should be swallowed
found to be capable not merely of con- slowly, a mouthful at a time, in which
senting to such warfare, but of leading case it Is easy of digestion, whereas if
the venomous attack.
hurriedly swallowed as one drinks
And yet if the lessou which was taught
Iced
water It la almost indigestible.
learned,
has
been
thoroughly
yesterday
should never be taken Into the |
there will be great compensations for all milk
that was involved in the process of in- stomach.--Ladles' Home Journal.
struction. Gentlemen of "The New
Itooth'· Iletort.
York World," "The New York Times"
In the days of his management at I
and "The Brooklyn Eagle," with your
mentors and your pupils, you know this the Winter garden in New York Edwin
morning what it means to assail the Mootli received a letter from a clergyPresident of the United States with ma- man
saying that he wished to see
lignant defamation. It means that the Booth In Ills principal parts, but deAmerican people will rush to the polls in
sired, if possible, to be admitted into
overwhelming numbers to stamp the the theater
a side door, as he did
slanders back into the mire from which
of being seen
they sprang. You know this morning, not care to run any risk
Mr. Parker, what drastic punishment by his parishioners entering from the
Kdwin Iîooth made answer In
awaits a judicial candidate who stoops front.
from the bench to make such methods of the.u» words: "Sir, there is no door in
campaigning his own. Never again, we my theater through which God cunnot
may reasonably hope, will it be neces- see."
an
sary to administer such a rebuke at
American election.
In Cue of Arabic Numeral*.

Double Holiday Numbers, Tbe Companion's "Carnations" Calendar for
1905, lithographed in twelve colors and

comfort for the money than

J. P. Richardson,

ui;i..iu i\. U-Uo.sliue to advertise

Mrs. Silvia Monk of Whitman, Mass.,
is visiting at G. F. Dyer's.
Maud Farnum of Hartford visited her
uncle, G. C. Morrill, a few daye last
week.
Joseph Noyes and wife of South Paris
W.
E.
visited their daughter, Mrs.
The Youth's Compani jn as a Gift.
Bowker, last Saturday and Sunday.
Elias Philbrick is cutting birch for the
What other Christmas present can you
Fish Bros, and is boarding at H. A. choose that will
give so much pleasure
Sturtevant's.
for so little money as a year's subscription for The Youth's Companion? The
Hiram.
Holiday Numbers and the Calendar,
The American Eagle, let her scream,
welcomed on Christmas mornjoyously
him
howl.
the Tammany Tiger, let
a good gift in themselves,
making
ing,
have
been
seems
to
The election
very are but the foretaste of a whole year's
one sided.
feast to come. The mind is entertained
Mr. Ezra W. Bosworth is erecting the with the numbers in hand, and the imagifinest residence in town at East Hiram nation revels in the
pleasure that each
village.
new week will bring until Christmas
We have just heard that Dr. Wm. Π. comes
again.
Smith, a native of Denmark, Me., and
If you desire to make a Christmas
for years a physician in Hiram, died
present of The Youth's Companion, send
Thursday at his residence in Cornish of the publishers the name and address of
and
a
skillful
was
heart disease. He
the person to whom you wish to give The
faithful physician and leaves a good
with $1.76, the annual subCompanion,
to
kindness
and
for
usefulness
record
scription price, stating that it is to be a
the poor. He was a member of the
gift. The publishers will send to the
Masonic order.
address named, in a parcel to be opened
The thermometer on Friday was at Christmas morning, all the remaining
10 above zero.
issues for 1904, published after the subMr. Ernest Tarbox is recovering from
scription is received, including tbe

bis serious accident.

Nov. 20th.

Louis

Cooking Ranges,

are

plurality of many Christmas trees to the westward as usual.
I There are none t >o many young spruces left In
35,000 over John-L. Bates, the present the northern woods.—Kxcnange.
for
The first trouble with this paragraph
Republican governor and candidate

ed

word about

Cole's Heaters.

sot
than

ship

a

MAINE.

J

GEO. A. WILSON,
Horatio Hall of the New York line. The
Referee In Bankruptcy.
usault was committed not long after j
the
of
the
night
leaving Portland on
WE need a reliable man (or woman) to sell our I
Sth. The men were coal passers on the unlly remedies direct to the homes of South
iteamer. Shea's skull was crashed and f axle. St<-ady work and good pay to the right
Offloe.
ρ snoa. Address, "D," Democrat
tie can not reoover.

V

!

Herald Oak Stoves,

tbese two paragraphs taken together, as
ibey appear in the newspaper reports of
the war in the East?
Λ■ lias boon the case In moat wars, but entirely
opposunexpected In this one, the soldiers of tlic
In the exng out|K>»te In cloe.· proximity engage
luxuries
oth-τ
es
uml
of
change clgaret
During the bombardment la*t night the IIiih
dans threw sixty large melinite shells Into the
Japanese camp opposite Manalun Hill.

for governor, is elected by a

Subject

A Hot

re-election. The veto by Governor I is that the most of the Christmas trees
I cut in Maine are not spruces but tire;,
Bates of certain labor ^legislation, and
the second, that none of them are cut
the personal popularity of Douglas, are I in the northern woods; and tbe third,
result.
the special causes of this
that they are all pasture or scrub trees,
joyed.
Other states which chose Democratic I which would never be of any considerThe students held their mic'dle term
and I able value for any other purpose.
lyceum Wednesday evening and a very governors are Minnesota, Missouri,
is
;
pleasant entertainment reported.
probably Colorado.
is going to visit
Miss Nina Glover is quite sick.
will have an incroas-1 President Roosevelt
Qilead.

STREET, NORWAY, MAINE.

expressively

more

I forth the horrible foolishness of

tickot elected
The most notable instance of this is Massachusette,
where, with a plurality for the Republican national ticket of 80,000, William
L. Douglas, the Democratic candidate

Republican

Could
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a large au
Saturday.

CHIKCHKS.

The Bates-Bowdoin football game £

& à

people

ï comment
are
m.;Sunday School U
at'· r· m.;Church prayer meeting ο:
But where are all those
I ; uv .venin* at 7:30o'clock. All. notothei
rain
cordially Invited.
that we must have to fill the groun
"
Church. Kev. II. A. Clifford. Pasto. with water
v
before winter closes in?
morning prayer meeting,»ao a ;
,,
mtehfaic service 10 « a.*.; sabbath Schoc
All
chickens and
fo
League Meeting. 8:14 P. M.
•"a K| worthmeeting
7 P.M.; praver meetln( ;
should leave their order
praver
π
meat market
as soon a
!iv evening;daw meeting. Friday evening ; at
« >n Sun-lav, preaching servlci 1
ι· ,i.tW Church.
Sabbath School Is u.; praver meet
«
m
prayer meeting Tw» lay evening
There was skating on the river fo
Partor
Γ-t hurcb. Kev. ·»· H.
two or three
before the snow storm
«errIce every Sun.lay at Sa» r. ■
*·
service,
Evening
at5:»F.
it was
school
safe in the middli

ι·'

heavy

Γ.· oLUw5re
^Xt
Λη·ΐ»ν.

desiring
Thanksgiving
Thayer's
possible.

"ν, "là*

Little.

t:·.....,
«

ρ

though
of the day.

STATKI) MEKTtNUS.
\

l'.ti'Π month.
I,
κ -Mount Pleasant Hcbekah Lodge,No
,,
second and fourth Fridays of each
',..·· ;a < Md fellows' Hall.
No. MS. meet*
\ κ -W. Κ. Kimball Poet,
third Saturday evenings of each
alb ino. V H. Uall.
Κ Kimball l<eîlef Corps meets flret
\v
: sjuurday evenings of each month, In

days
hardly

The ladies of the Congregational cir
cle will have their next supper and en
tertainment at the vestry Thursdaj
eveniug, Nov. 17th. Supper at 6:45.

of

τ

turkeys

The senior class, Paris High School
will give a sociable in New Hall, Fridai
evening, Nov. 18th, at 7:45 sharp. Ad
mission 15 cents.

M.—Paris Lo<lge, So. 94. Rc*ul*j
Tuesday evening on or before full moon
V.
-Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
",
Κ
m[
in-. Tiiurs.lav i-vcnlnu of each week.—Aurora
Kn.-ainptnt-nt. tiret an«l third Monday evenlngi
»

k

««••'iii

making.

Mrs. Julia Heald (nee Howe) of Grinaell, Iowa, has been visiting her cousins,
an.l-hir
Mrs. L. C. Morton and Mrs. George B.
f i'irLp:4rû"«range, from May I to Oct. 1,
Crockett, and other relatives, for a few
:ir-t an 1 third Saturday; during the
,.t<
:

r,

r

of the year, meet» every

'C·—Second

fourth

Saturday, In days.

visiting

Chandler

Mondays of

Andover,

low ligures.

121
113
22
92
72
125
109
35
β
65

Canton,

Denmark,
Dixtield,
Pryeburg,

Gilead,

Grafton,
Greenwood,
Hanover,
Hartford,
Hebron,

34
84

71

Hiram,

104
105
14
137
25

Lovell

Mason,
Mexico,

Vewry,
Norway,

307

Oxford,

134
482
85
115
18
443
04

Paris

Peru,
Porter,

Koxbury
Kumford,
Stoneham,

84

S.

rehearsal of Mt.
There will be a
Plci>ant Detfree team Wednesday evenins; of thi> week at 7:30.

noou

in fox

Mason is

he came in with three foxes.

comes

pretty

near

making a record.

That

Winter is upon Us.
Folks" will be played at Oxford
After a season of delightfully pleasant
cast
who
the
same
Thursday uii;llt, by
with sharp, frosty mornhave recently présente»! it so success- days, though
ings, winter swept down upon us with
iu. v here and at Norway.
a variety of
a rush Sunday night, and
Πι.· »oial number who voted in Paris atmospheric and celestial phenomena has
'
against 807 at the been afforded us within the hours since
l.i>f Γ-.iexdav was
No work w.is done darkness set in. The day was so mild
> ; vnii.. r election.
b. either i-arty towanl getting out the on Suuday that snow seemed entirely out
But out of an overcast sky a
vote.
of place.
thin mist of mixed rain and snow began
Mrv Γ. II. Gilbert of Canton was in
early in the afternoon. It gradually int An » short time the tirst of last week,
creased. and at «lark the snow was comthe iruest of her brother, George I.
ing fairly fast. The wind caiue up, and
to
was
on
her
Uiiead,
She
Uurtiham.
way
was
a northeast storm of damp snow
her former home.
fairly on. Some lightning was reported
t>tjlv three defective ballots w ere cast during the evening.
in the town of Paris last Tuesday. Of
The snow coulinued through the night,
these ·\ν were not marked at all, and. varied with some rain, and Monday
OVOM in the ΙφΜΝover morning there was four or five inches of
Democratic damp snow and slush on the grouud. As
>ltitun except the
each
Coin inn.
the frozen grouud was smooth, sleighs
and more are out in them
ι .seph Λ. Noyes has sold his farm on run very well,
than on wheels.
Κ 11 Il ! to Leon Swallow. Next Friday !
About 4 o'clock Monday morning some
k he will sell at auction a pair I
at !
of the people who were awake saw a
housetools,
steers,
ν ear'.nu
farming
Hash of light, followed by a sound as of
»d hay. Mr. and Mrs.
an explosion, which they are inclined to
Ν v»^ will spend the winter with their |
As this is the
attribute to a meteor.
daughter, Mrs. F. A. I'arlin.
morniug when the November meteors
rri'ioubtetilj the oldest man who cast are due, it may be that the big shower
his v. 'e in town last Tuesday was for which scientists looked in vain for
I. .u,· T. Roberts, who makes his home two or three years displayed itself above
Ins daughter. Mrs. \V. S. Starbird. the storm.
w.t
Or it may be that both the
Mr. i; .l» its was !H) years old in Septem- lightuing and the meteor are accounted
when
in
his
tirst vote
l» r. and cast
1836,
for by the breakiug and crossing of wires.
\f.irs of age.
lie has always voted
Great havoc has been made with the
e.ti er the Whig or the Republican tick- wires by the damp snow. Wires are
et. and did Dot change his custom this down in everv direction and tangled as
-Our

70
41
15

|

]

j

87

135
β
12
15
3881

And He Didn't (Jet a Ride.
Hkbkox, Nov. 10, 1904.
Not being overburdened this year with
interest in politics, I thought I would
not journey to Hartford to cast my little
No doubt my friends (what few
vote.
there are left of them) will miss my

high-line
Philip
Alfred K. Fuller, who has Wen on the
hunting for this season so far. Oo the
nod tor the past few months, is at home 5th he had a
great streak of luck. Startfor t*" weeks or so.
ing out in ihe morning alone, before smiling

countenance.

Perhaps

some

will think I am sick; but Mich is not the
fact. I never felt much better in my
life, have an abundant appetite and can
• at tnv share of
a pinfcathery hen once
a week.
It seemed so lonesome to eta ν at home
ill day alone I thought I would walk
• lown
to the ilebrou town hall and see
if I could not pick up a few items for
the Democrat. But I did not meet with
As nearly as I could
much success.
tind out. Deacon Cummings has sold part
of his applos and somebody else has not.
On my way to the town hall a man overtook ine who I thought was a stranger.
I afterwards fouud 1 was correct in my
calculations. He was alone in his wagon
and I supposed he was going to give me
I felt of my hat and made him
a ride.
He says, "Mister, are you
a good bow.
going to town meeting?" I says "Yes,
sir." He gave a slight cough and says,
"How are you going to vote?" I Bays,
"Mr. Koosevelt is my man." He says,
"If that ish de case you cannot ride mit
me any more already."
Soon after that another team came
along. The roan was alone and by the
color of his nose I took him to be a
Democrat. He slowed up hie team and
motioned me to get in. I got one foot
on the wagon step, and says he, "If it is
no offence I should like to know how
you are going to vote." I thought I was
sure this time so I told him I was a
Parker man to the backbone. He says,
"If you are fool enough to vote for
."
I'arker you walk and be d
I*

So

painted bis
only item I

tint

"snm

Urn»

η

haft

wagon. That is about the
can think of.
W. C.

V...f

year.

Miss Marcelin Heald.
in Norway nine poles of the Eastern
The young men and boys celebrated
Co. in a row are broken off.
In the death of Mine Marcella Heald,
th.· election result Wednesday evening. Telephone
The telephone service in badly demoral- which occurred Sept. Γ», at the old Heald
\\ tl tn improvised drum corps, reinand the light wires are broken in homestead on Sumner Hill, the comi reed ï>v a circulàr saw and other ized,
Α- Λ
si
several places, putting the electric lights
munity loses a kind friend and obliging
The trolley wire escaped
of us»».
neighbor, and an exemplary Christian
uiti made known the exuberance out
wreckage, and the car got over about woman. She was a member of the First
j y, winding up with a tx>utire
an hour late.
if v't tare.
Congregational church of Sumner, and
That is probably all the half
On the hills from a foot to twenty
always interested in its welfare, as well
leiehrating that will be done
ί
is
of
snow
inches
reported.
us in every worthy cause; and although
thi· year.
an invalid for many year·, was always
I 'W « il be a concert at the CongreNotes.
News
.Haine
ready to assist to the limit of her
''
'·
un I
Sunday evening, Nov.
strength.
T''«" benefit of tiie Reedy in our
Miss Heald was a representative of
ν very line programme wi!l be
Here is au item from Fort Kent: "The one of the pioneer families of Sumner,
K. Tower of Norway will sle .riling here is perfect as the roads her
grandfather, Benjamin Heald, being
"
"ho have listened to Mr., were very smooth before the tiret fall of one of the
early settlers, and the first of
*'
his
the
of
highest terras
s«ak m
snow."
a large family who did much for the de1
aû take as interest in this j
Her death ocThe expenditure of fSj.OOU upon the velopment of the town.
·■'·: and be
pr-sent next >un-!
curred at the old homestead where she
summer home of Thumiwt Nelson I'age
\ silver offering will be :
lliram
was
her
father,
born
was
(as
at York Harbor does not Indicate that
I mcert at 7:30 r. M.
'**«·η.
the greater'part of her
he is in the class of poor and struggling Heald) and where
N
life of nearly eighty years was passed.
ne· a flub met with the Misses authors.
The place ia now occupied by James H.
• »
u»r Monday evening and the fol- !
45
about
Mrs. Clarence C. Burke, aged
Heald and wife, of the fourth genera»ing p* .gram was carrie<i out:
and her daughter June, aged tion of Healds, by whom the deceased
U*B·
VuutSttoBS. years
ν
at
I.ee
drowned
Tuesday. was kindly cared for during the last
V. V«· '4.-ki., rrs by Mrs l'eu fol·!,
about 20, were
Mr». Κ a. I!»we
It is thought the daughter lost her life In years of her life, assisted during the
μ
comrhlrty Minutes.
from
mother
the
to
prevent
trying
year immediately past by her sister,
*
Mr* Wirt Stanley
«ein.-nt.
suicide.
mitting
Mrs.
Emogene Willey. She was the
,η*η»5 were served and a tine
oldest of a family of eleven children, six
their
have
in
> ed.
Pa.,
'·>
A
Pittsburg,
will
family
The uext meeting
enj y
of whom survive her.
*1
F. Λ. Taylor Nov. 21st. laundering done in Castiue, the exOne
them
$1»
weekly.
costing
<i.
II.
Bancroft.
pressage
object,
Rumford Falls Times Sale.
item being 30 pair lace curtains. They
V *
Hudson Knight, whose serious intend to have their
washing dried as far
At Rumford Falls Friday afternoon R.
·-mI been noted, died Saturday
as
possible.
away from the smoky city
T. Parker, Esq., the assignee, sold the
4.] years.
Mrs.
[ι*'tat,wasthe age ofMiss
Falls Times property at auction.
Nina I lor tense
Bangor had a spell on Wednesday, Rumford
formerly
in The real estate was purchased by Hon.
an<^ had been married to and the largest liquor raid ever made
of the stuff George D. Bisbee and the plant and busiMr
only about a year and a half. the city, so far as the value
was sold to Hon. Waldo Pettengill,
is concerned, startled several of the ness
>he is survive*! by two sisters, Mrs
some both stockholders in the former publishis
It
dealers.
retail
and
wholesale
and
W.
Paris
{■*"***
Bryant of South
A corporation is to be
Mrs. J. (.. Harris of Brookline, Mass., time since such an item of news has ing company.
formed to continue the publication.
and three brothers. C. K. Houghton of come from Bangor.
**t'rriK»re
balls, II. LI. Houghton of
If all plans materialize Lewiston will
The Christinas Delineator.
An bum. and Henry Houghton of Bradhave the best and largest church edifice
»ow, la.
Hie funeral will be held at
December Delineator, with its
The
is
which
The
designchurch,
in Maine.
the I niversalist church at 1:30 Tuesday
cheer and helpfulness,
ed to hold 3.000 people, is to be erected message of good
af'crnoon. All friend» are desired to
will be welcomed in every home. The
for the parish of St. Peter's. It will ocattend without special invitation.
on fashion pages are unusually attractive,
cupy the site of '.he present buildiug
and describing the very latest
About forty-four Rebekahe from Mt. Bartlett Street and will be a great addi- illustrating
a way to make their construcin
modes
the
J feasant Lodge accepted the Invitation tion to
city.
tion during the busy season a pleasure
"t Minset
Lodge of Bethel to visit them
of George W. Schumacher instead of a task, and the literary and
The
body
Nov.
the
7. They left here on
Monday,
a party of hunters Thurs- pictorial features are of rare excellence.
afternoon train and returned on the was found by
iu a camp a few miles from Oakland. A selection of Love Songs from the
day
at
train.
On
«arly morning
arriving
committed suicide by Wagner Operas, rendered into English
Bethel they were met at the statiou by He had evidently
decided that by Richard le Gallienne and beautifully
member of Bethel lodge, escorted to shooting, and the coroner
Schumach- illustrated in colors by J. C. Leyendecker,
the hall, and then to the Universalist an inquest was unnecessary.
was about 35 years old, and had work- occupies a prominent place, and a chapcimren, where a most excellent supper er
IIis ter in the Composers' Series, relating
at Oakland only a short time.
was served
by the Ladies' Circle of that ed
the Romance of Wagner and Cosima, is
hurchtothe home and visiting lodges. home is unknown.
an interesting supplement to the lyrics.
cordial
ΛΓν mure than
County lives A very clever paper entitled "The Court
Down in Washington
™il ι
-It. 1 leaeant Lodge returned home
Deacon White. The deacon keeps store Circles of the Republic," describing some
with the feeling that they had been most
and while his faith is orthodox it does unique phases of Washington social life
royally entertained and that they would not prevent him from being a terror is from an unnamed contributor, who is
like to go again some day.
when it comes to collecting a bill. When said to write from the inner circles of
By the courtesy of the Eastern Tele- Mike left the deacon's employ there was society. There are short stories from
Robert
I o. election returns were deliver- a balance charged against him and this the
pens of F. Ilopkinson Smith,
As
«1 free „| charge at the
public station he seemed quite satisfied to forget.
Grant, Alice Brown, Mary Stewart Cutowner
of
a
Shurtletl s
Tuesday night. An tiuie went on he became the
ting and Elmore Elliott Peake, and such
was inarrangement was made by which they single lusty porker of which he
interesting writers as Julia Magruder,
deacon
the
One
were taken into the hall as fast as re- ordinately proud.
day
L. Frank Baum and Grace M act! ο wan
ceived, and bulletins prepare*! by W. P. dropped in to see Mike and seeing the Cooke hold the attention of the children.
ia
Morton were hung out on the stage so pig he praised him in a way that delightMany Christmas suggestions are given
that all might read. A fair-sized crowd ed the heart of the lucky owner. "Can't needlework and the Cookery pages are
In
received the news with the greatest see how ye got him so fat, Mike. Mine redolent of the Christmas feast.
calmness. Although the bulletins early won't fill out for me nohow. 1 guess it addition, there are the regular departwith many
in the evening indicated the general re
takes an Irishman to bring up a pig. ments of the magasine,
1 >
without definitely announcing Its S*?· I g°' a shote I'll give ye. I want to special articles on topics relating to
I
more astounding
woman's interests within and without
features, the news see what ye c'n do with the stock
seemed to be what everybody was ex- have!" Mike had never heard of the the home.
the
from
pectmg sud there was no excitement. danger of accepting gifts
he only ripple that went over the au- Greeks, so he went over promptly to the
DISASTROUS WRECKS.
dience w«s when during a lull In tbe deacon's barn and brought away the sorlived. The
Carelessness is responsible for many a
fr'fipt <i( news tbe announcement was riest looking shote that ever
that Mela tire had been elected next day, the deacon levied on the big railway wreck and the same causes are
»heriff.
hog which the law prevented him from making human wrecks of sufferers from
while Mike had oaly one pig.
Throat and Lung troubles. But sinoe
doing
in
No*.
Arthur
Nan
Francisco.
5.
Died,
the advent of Dr. King's New Discovery
March
He
in
Paris
was
born
King.
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
Not a ProfciMtioaUt.
ΙΜΛ. He was a «on of A Ion so sod
even the worst cases can be currd snd
Miranda Prentiss King, and a brother of
Soi τη Paais, Nov. II. 19m.
hopeless resignation is no longer necesour to. nsman, S. M.
He left Editor Democrat.'
King
sary. Mrs. Lois Cragg of Dorchester,
• *boul
the time be attained bis
I wish to say to my friends, that the
is one of many whose life was
the Mass.,
After
majority and went to Pnrtlaod
report that has bee· going around
saved by Dr. King's New Discovery.
is
™',Dwr tu***'n,eDU, he entered tbe past week that I was a 1'ruhibitionist
This great remedy is guaranteed for all
wholesale grocery brm of Harris. At- false, aad the patrons of the poet office
Throat and Lung diseases by P. A. Shurt*-hk1 λ Ci». for two of three years. at South Paris can draw their owe conleff A Co., South Paris, West Paris.
entered tbe employ of Carter, clusions as to what it was done for. I
Price 50c. and 91-00. Trial bottles free.
,,
tu» ley 4 to., importers of tea, ia New withdraw from the field as a contestant
re'iîvd and anew for the post ofleeat present, aad my
V
h
Fuller, the 16-year-old
Miss Ella
h«m.
Carter. Ma^e, A Co., was formed, friends s re at liberty to go where they
daughter of Walter Fuller of West Gardi«r-King became a member of tbe brm choose.
ner, is in a critical condition as the reat that time and baa so continued.
Ile
Geo. D. Roaurraox.
sult of aa accidental shooting which octbe lietruit braach of the busicurred on the &th. Miss Fuller was at«m>m till ι,ι, >ere ^
he eo¥id
<<flre :
»
tempting to dislodge a cartridge from a
Chicago. About a year ago Mr. King To iV jiifrvu «/ Sitmtik Pari* poet
*e«t to Λβη Francisco to open another
I wish to announce myself as a candi- 22-callbre target ride when tbe hammer
The bullet passed Into her
•ranch house. Mr. King was a man date for postmaster in the South Parli
of the pres- neck just grasing tbe jugular vein. It
who will be
greatly missed by a large post office at the expiration
circle of friends and actjuaiatances.
He sât term. Support or assistance in any was removed after a delicate operation.
Miss Fuller is a junior in the Gardiner
leave, a wife, Alice Woodruff, and a way will be greatly appreciated.
Vurr Stasuky.
High School.
•oa, Arthur W. King, of San Francisco.
------
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This will Interest Mother·.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powder· for Children
Feverishneee, Bad Stomach, Summor Bowe
Trouble*, Teething Disorder·, move and regulati
the Bowel· and Destroy Worm·. They never fail
Over 80,000 testimonial*. At all druggists, 25c
Sample mailed FBEE. Addreea Allen S. Olm
•ted. Le Boy, Ν. Y.
Core

2

1

month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 347
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings oi

each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 3, meet· In Ryer
son hall, flrst and third Thursday evenings ol

1 each month.

CO V G II REMEDY.

Mr. Arthur Chapman writing from
Durban, Natal, South Africa, says: "As
a proof that Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is a cure suitable for old and young,
I pen you the following: A neighbor of

mine had a child just over two months
old. It had a very bad cough and the
parents did not know what to give it.
I suggested that if they would get a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
put some upon the dummy teat the baby
was sucking it would no doubt cure the
child. This they did and brought about
a quick relief and cured the baby."
This remedy is for sale by Shurtleff &
Co.,South Paris; Jones Drugstore, Ox-

ford; Noyee Drugstore, Norway.

Bar Harbor Record: At this time of
in Bar
year it is said to be very quiet
Harbor. There has been the usual anteelection excitement, Pauline, the hypnotist, at the Casino six evenings, a dance
or two, serenade from the departing
summer steamers, a fire which brought
out more people in five minutes than
a
are seen on the streets in August,
the beginvery interesting happening in
ning work on the water contract, an
election benefit ball and eeveral minor
happenings, which perhaps have been
just as interesting. No, there's nothing
in Bar Harbor in fall and winter.

doing

CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY
IS PLEASANT TO TAKE.
The finest quality of granulated loaf

used in the manufacture of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and the
roots used in its preparation give it a
flavor similar to maple syrup, making it
quite pleasant to take. Mr. W. L. Roderick, of Pooleaville, Md., in speaking of
this remedy says: "I have used Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with my children for several years and can truthfully
sugar is

of the kind
say it is the best preparation
I know of. The children like to take It
and it has no injurious aftereffect." For
sale by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris;
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyea Drug

Store, Norway.

John L. Rundlett of Palmyra, an enterprising farmer, about 35 years of age,
was killed Monday afternoon by being
It
run over by a heavy loaded wagon.

in Oxford
this

Me.

And hraut.ric* lh>· h»L'.

Γγι>ι.<'«« s iaiurunt rruntli.
Merer >'ail· to Itr.iore Orrjr
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Curt· nip d.«e«*r· * hair fallia£
IDc.>at 1 >n,

the coming year.
E. W. PENLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

THE

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that ho
nus been duly appointed executor of the lai-t
will an 1 testament of
EVERETT NEWMAN, late of Dlxdeld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and give
All persons havlnv
bonds as the law directs
lemands against the estate of said deceased
same
for settlethe
to
ire deelrctl
present
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested m
nnkc
Immediately.
symcnt
JOHN S. HARLOW.
Nov. 9tb, 1904.
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T1QW.

of the lot nr

cream

_

worn our

We ask

coats.

Purchasing.
no

better recommenda·
save

you

F. H. NOYES CO.,
NORWAY

SOUTH PARIS.

bbmh·——\
F.

A.

eilURTLEFF A.

F.

CO.

SIH

A.

BARNEY & BERRY, and WINSLOW,

I

The Standard of

|

World.

The

ALL CLAMP, and the WOOD TOP ROCKER, also RACERS

For Ladles and Gents,
Boys and Girls.

65 cents to $3.00 per Pair.

2 Stores,
F.

uepurcriJULiL·

tivery

wraicu

ujr d^kukiiq,

vuv

A.

HIK'RTI.KFF *

Ladies'

highest authorities in their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with It
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.

{ ï™ j Maine.
F.

CO.

Mill RTLKFF

A.

CO.

A

WIIO WISH TO

KEEP VP WITH THE TIKES,
Slag!· Snbscrlptloa, $1.50 j
Two Sabscriptlon», $8.50;
Five Subscription·, $6.60.

COCOA

SPECIAL· INDUCEMENTS to RAISEBS OP LABGEB CU BS.

is

quality

all

flavor, delicioue

purity.

and absolute

a

TS· Walter M. Lowney Co.,

SPECIMEN COPIES

BOSTON, MASS.
P.S. Tht Lo-.vnty Rtctift Book

will be mailed free on request. It will pay any
body Interested in any way in country life to

lent FREE.

very few of our bargains.
$20.00 Suits and Coats

10.00

LUTHER TUCKER A SON,
Albany, Ν. Y,

CURE

ΓβΙβρΗοηβ

Trading Stampsj
GIVEN WITH

Every Purchase |
That has not had

Quick!

an

elected:

President-Ella J.Cole.
Vice President-Euims J. Hick ford.

™

FOR
v

l'le«ljfe.

Thursday afternoon about five o'clock
he village people were greatly startled

ΛΟΜυβΡΤΙΟϋ
OUGHta*

I

^OLDS

every

Sureat and ftuickeat Care for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

to

one

asked for

one

week for
week for

one

week for

$15

00

10.00
10.00

6.00

M. LUNT

discount.

stamps to
whether they are
not.

Green

cow

left.

new

milch

large

styles

|

Outing

brown

ilannel

$J

and domct tlannel

shirt*, witli soft collar» or
with band for linen collar
for

$1

winter overshirts

over·

in

many style*,.. 15c. and 50c.

J

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY.

GrO. ». DAVIS,
Drift Rock Farm, South Pari».

and

white collar,....

shirts, double

H.

grades.

Blue, tan and brown Han·
nel overshirts, to wear with

an<' '*5°

....$150

and flannel

shirts, made with band for
linen collar,
$1.50

colored flannel shirt*,

ihirts,

Jersey

and

Gray

jersey

and

of desira-

assortment

wear.

75c.

All wool blue flannel

NORWAY, MAINE.
very nice

winter

blue

heavy

Blue tl innel
breasted for

WM. C, LEAVITT
FOR MALE.

goods for

Light

with the discount value of the stamps.
Examine them and see for yourself

one

ble

A

All wool jersey overshirts,
$1
gray and blue

Trading Stamp
give better goods than can be bought

I have

boys.

men

shirts, fleeced, for

Co.

The S. & H.

and

for

Eztra

five per cent dis·
stamps
count with every cash purchase.

St., Norway.

Winter Overshirts.
Blue and gray striped shirts
50c.
jersey knit for....

give

or

136 Main

18-4

shirts made in many

or

LUNCS

Prie·
50c *$1.00
Fro· Trial.

equivalent
I intend

COUCH

Dr. Kings
New Discovery

week for

one

Suits and Coats

Li.

BANNER LYE

Κ ILL

one

Furs, Skirts, Waists, Wrappers, Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear,
jloves, Belts, Corsets, Ribbons, and a tine line of Misses', Children's
ind Infants' Wear. Don't forget the date and place.

tW Subscriptions takeu at this office.

Lye"—free.

just

15.00 Suits and Coats
12.50 Suit* and Coats

send for them. Address the publishers :

pulverized.

Store.

returned from market with a full line of winter
We shall also sell every
coats that we can sell at a bargain.
Below are
article in stock for the entire week at a big discount.
We have

distinguished from

rOtbersby its full

Four Months? Trial Trip 50 cents.

Soap-Making

=

Dne week only, commencing at 9 o'clock Mon
Jay, Nov. 14, and ending Saturday night, Nov. 19.

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

Easy

Specialty

-

BIG MARK DOWN SALE.

INDISPENSABLE TO

MAINE.

Stray Sheep.

Came into my enclosure Oct jO,
lix sh« ep. The owner can have same

bv

proving property

and

paying

charge·.
the report that Ex Road Commissioner
is not known just what caused the acci- >j
Ε. H. PIKE,
Γ. L. Ueath's oldest sod, March, a lad of
dent as there were no witnesses, but it is
West Paris, Me.
bout eleven years, was drowned while
became unhorses
the
that
supposed
iksting on the brook ice opposite the
Wmafrd.
manageable and that the unfortunate ihoe factory on Beal Street near the
NOTICE.
man waa thrown from his wagon, the
Flint Ave years of St. Nicholas Mag*The lad was
railroad.
branch
WbfT*a».my wife, < larabHIe F.«tra, ha« leftI
Norway
con
in
rear wheel passing over his body, crushunbound
or
without tan«c on mj part.
I
good
l«>ar>l
bound
he
broke
zine
my ι*»Ι an·
ikating with other boys when
or trurt
hereby warn all peraon· o> t to harbor blila of
ing his shoulder and cheat and inflicting jirough the ice and notwithstanding the dition. Addreaa, giving price,
aa I *ball not pay say
srrounl
tier od my
Jr
terrible internal injuriea.
L.
PAKKI.S,
EDWARD
curthe
îerolc effort· of his comrades
her rontrarUria.
KM.
Paris, Me.
Paria, Not. 4ih. IBM. WINFIEI.D P. EST
•ent carried him toward· Beal Street
MATTER
was
renBAD
A
Assistance
MAKES
ice.
ONLY
ind under the
îered as quickly as poaaible but some
WORSE.
WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF
minute· passed before be was taken
it
of
Perhaps yon have never thought
'rom the water. Prompt and prolonged
but the fact must be apparent to every medical attention proved of no avail.
one that constipation ia caused by a lack
The lad wa· a bright, winsome little felof water In the system, and the use of low and a favorite with his playmates.
draatic cathartics like the old faahioued The accident has thrown a deep gloom
pills only makes a bad matter worse. aver the community. While the parents
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab- have the sincere sympathy of the townsleta are much more mild and gentle in
people, they are nearly heartbroken with
their effect, and when the proper dose
prrief. The funeral «enrices were held
is taken their action la so natural that at the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Heath
and 16 inch top.
one can hardly realise it ia the effect of
both Duck and Pure Gum. 8, 10, 12,
Saturday afternoon at 2 r. M., Rev. B. S.
a medicine.
Try a 25 cent bottle of Rideout officiating.
and
75. They are
A
$3.50
Shurtleff
Co.,
Prices $2.50, $3.75, $3.00, $3.25,
them. For sale by
The member· of Norway High School
Oxford;
Jones
or
South Paris;
Drug Store,
stockings. A
assisted by the superintendent of schools
the beet Rubbers made to wear over Leggins
Noyea Drag Store, Norway.
and teachers gave a reception to Prof.
snow.
first
the
for
l>e
and
ready
good time to buy them now
C. B. Thompson, the new head of the
Yours
Hall.
LINIMENT.
at
Concert
BEST
THE
school, Friday evening
school
''Chamberlain1· Pain Balm ia consider- Invitations were sent out by the
ed the beat liniment on the market," to citizens and the affair was very nicely
After the rewrite Post & Bliss, of Georgia, Vt. No conducted throughout.
other liniment will heal or cure a bruise ception proper, a short entertainment
No other affords auch was given consisting of vocal and inso promptly.
with
quick relief from rheumatic pains. No strumental music interspersed
other ia so valuable for deep seated pains speeches of a very interesting descripF. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
E. M. SWBTT, Manager.
like lame back and pains in the chest. tion. Following the entertainment tho
a
in
Give this liniment a trial and you will members of the school served,
Bears the
Sold by most attractive manner, light refreshnever wish to be without it.
For Infants and Children.
Shurtleff 6 Co., South Paris; Jones Drug ments consisting of candies, welsh rareSignature

Dusty!

'14

TH AT EXPRESSES THE
CONDITION OF YOUR
A
\FTER
CLOTHES
RIDE OR WALK AT
THIS TIME OF THE
YEAR.

TO REMOVE THAT
DUST YOU WILL REQUIRE A CLOTHES
BRUSH.
BROOKS THE PHARMACIST HAS THE Vf IN
EXTRA GOOD VALUES
AT 15-20-25-30 CENTS.
SEE WINDOW.

Men's Leather
Top Rubbers,
$3

BROOKS—The

tiuly,

Pharmacist.

Next to Pout Office, South Tari·.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

NORWAY, MAINE.

———

Oxford; Noyea Drug Store, Nor- bit and chocolate. The gathering
of muoh credit to the school, truly.
way.

8 to re,

was

''

SKATES

Skates

SKATES

BTLEFF A CO.

Leading Agricultural Journal of tbe World

Oculist,

Treasurer—Mr·

to be had

tion. Rrnierabrr we buy of the manufacturers direct and
jobbers' profits. If we haven't what you want we will get it.

Tenney,

Secretary—Delia

any time in the year.

now as

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

ADMITTEDLY TBS

L. C. Starr of Thoraaston lias returned
Dr. Austin
the Beal's House for the winter. He
iae worked for several seasons at this
louse and is well liked.
The first session of the Silver Gray
Vhiet Club was held at the home of
ir. and Mrs. Geo. A. Brooke on Water
Street.
Mrs. J. G. Rich of Bethel has entered
Mrs. Rich is
be Old Ladies' Home.
he widow of the lato well known trial
will he at Elm House, Norway
ustico and famous hunter of Bethel.
The next meeting of the Mothers' Club Tuesday, Oct. iS, and 3d Tueiday
vill bo held at Mrs. Chas. W. Chick's of each
Office
following month.
in Paris Street on Tuesday afternoon
ι ο :3ο A M. to 4 p. M.
hours,
init 2:30. All mothers are earnestly
Eyes Examined free.
cited to attend.
Dr. E. Calvin Walker is moving from
lis Northwest Norway farm to the viland
on
lage. He has taken a tenement
3eal Street near Fern. The doctor finds
lis business too great for the long drive
luring the winter months.
with
A white chipmunk, shot by Walter
Vebber on Elm Hill, and a white deer
ihot in Northern Piscataquis County,
ire the two strange things attracting
ittention at the work rooms of "Nash
To make the very best soap, simply
in cold
if Maine."
dissolve a can of Banner Lye
Thursday, Nov. 17th, afternoon and water, melt 5·^ lbs. of grease, pour the
ivening, at Concert Hall, will be held Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
he Norway Grange sale of aprons, fancy
aside to set
foods, ice cream and cake. In the evenPall Directions on Every Package
of a
ng there will be an entertainment
The can
nueical and literary character.
Banner L.ye is
Frank Buke and Charles Ulser were may be opened and closcd «it will, perat &
>efore the court Monday for intoxicamitting the Ube of a small quantity
Buke also anewered to a comion.
is just the article needed in
It
time.
plaint for assault and battery. In each
It will clean paint,
every household.
:aee the fine was $5 and costs, amounting
water,
floors, marl le and tile work, soften
Settled.
η all to 543.32.
closets and waste pipe·
At the residence of Jona. Blake on disinfect sink::,
Banne
Write for booklet "L'jcs of
Cottage Street took place the marriage
>f L. I. Gilbert and Lulu M. Packard
iVedneaday afternoon. The ring service
The Peon Clieate' Wor'ts, Philadelphia
vas conducted by Rev. B. S. Rideout.
RicherJ501 Λ Ce.. Bostrn, Mua
Charles
and
Mr.
kfter refreshment* were served
train
klrs. Gilbert left on the east bound
or a two weeks' trip.
They will reside
th«
η Norway on Beal Street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Stearns and family
Tm
»»»
if Rumford Fall· visited in town several
the
for
before
week
this
starting
lays
>TH
Veet.
At the annual meeting of the Guild
James
>f Church Worker· held it Mrs.
"ledge's Tuesday the following officers

Ulbbs.
Jithm

much

as

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpapar,
JkXD

Fur Coat

a

Ask those who have

EST1BUSHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

new

in the lot.

Come and See Ours Before

address,

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem-1
lock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,

one

All

$10 to $50 in Dog, Calf, Galloways and Coons. Also Fur Lined
Coats $25 to $60. Ladies' Coats $20, $25, $30. We guarantee our coats.
Have sold them for years so know what they are.

PARKER'8
HAIR BALSAM

Sale, good

WANTED.

old

an

be found

to

Gordon & Furgerson's Make.

|

Itnyal, South Taris,

Not

too.

COATS

two stores.

You get the size you want HQ\y.
You get the use of it T~i € > W

NORWAY, MAINE.

DESIRABLE PLACE

season

The largest assortment is
You get the

itV.

Clrantrj

largest assortment of FUR
County. Over 80 coats in our

We have the

Now ie the Time to Buy Because

Optioian.

'artridge.

vere

Men's and Women's Fur Coats.

You need

MlllettJ

ο

CHAMBERLAIN'S

BLUE 8TORE8.

Why Delay Longer Before BuyingP

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

^crlhncr,

J

USING

ι Full Blooded Berkshire
year old.
A. K. JACKSON,
South Paris.

|

j

OF

ι

2VOTICK.
Died.
The subscriber h -rcby (five* notice that he I
hua been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
In South Paris, Nov. 12. Mrs. Nina H., wife of
STEPHEN S. PACKARD, late of Albanv,
Hudson Knight, aged 43 years.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and nlven
In Kast Waterfonl, Nov. 10, Calvin Hamlin,
Ad person* having
bonds a* the law direct*.
aged HU years.
demand· against the estate of snld deceased are
In Norway, Nov. 10, M«irh, son of Tlmothv
the same for settlement, and
desired
to
present
and Abble Heath, age·! 11 rear·.
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make payIn San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 5, Arthur C.
ment Immediately.
Klng, a native of Part·, age·! 59 year·.
EUGENE V. SMITH
Nov. 9th, 1904.
In Norway, Nov. 7, Cyrus M. Buck, aged 79
10
month·.
years,
In Waliham, Ma*s Nov. 2, Louisa J.
IVOTICK.
formerly of Waterford, aged 56 years,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
month·.
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
ESTHER A. LA KAMI', late of Dlxfleld,
For
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
set of build-1 demands against the estate of said deceased aix
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ings, 7 rooms and half acre of land. 41 all Indebted thereto are requested to make pa
•neat Immediately.
0. W.
Main .Street. Call on or
JOHN S. HA BLOW.
Nov 9th. 1904.

J

WAY

Boar,

In Norway. Nov. 9, by Bev. B. S. Rldeout. Mr.
Louis I. Gilbert and Miss Lulu M. Packard,
both of Norway.
In Jackson, Ν. II, Nov. 1, Mr. W1H Ε Cousins
of Button and Ml·· Ethel M. Norton of Porter·
flolil.
In Norway, Nov. 9, by Bev. B. 8. Bldeout. Mr.
•laa. 11. Porter of Norway and Ml·· Agnes Dris.-oll of Mover, Ν. H.

{;

NEW

stein.

Married.

j

A1TRTPÀ

Bull Calf, Hereford and Hoi·

In Greenwood, Nov., to the wife of Oscar Peabody, a daughter.
In Norway, Nov. 3, to the wife of Nathan
Tompkins, a son.
In Auburn, Nov. 1, to the wife of narry
Keough, a son.

j

emTTTT

FOR SALE.

ι

Born.

}

irnou

Wanted.
Lady or gentleman of fair education to travel
for a Arm of $100,000 capital. Salary $1,073 per
year and expenaea, paid weekly. Addreaa
M. PBBC1VAL, South Paria, Me.

Ask for All·»'· Foot-E>u, A Powder
To shake Into your shoe·. It rest· the feet.
Makes walking easy. Cures Corns. Bunions, In.
growing Nails, Swollen and Sweating feet. AI
all druggists and shoe stores. 25c. I'on't accept
any substitute. 8ample FREE. Address Allen
8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.

day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets li
New G. A. R. Hall, on the flrst and third Wed
1 nesdav evenings of each month.
Ο. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
U. <). P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meet<
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of eacl

3

2
8
2

Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore
Norway.

P. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodgi
No. 18, in Muonlc HaU, rrlday Evening on ο
before fall moon. Oxford Royal Arch Cbaptei
No. 39, assembles Wednesday Evening, on ο
before fall moon. Oxford Council, Β. « β. M
Friday evening, after fall moon. Oxford Lodge
No. 1, Ark Manner·, Wednesday evening afte
full moon.
I. O. O. F—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetln
in Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evenln·
Wtldey Incampment, No. 31, meets In Otf
Fellows' Ha l, second and fourth Friday Ever
lnga of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodg<
No. 08, meets on lint and thud Friday of eac
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Bloc:
every Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noye
Division, No. 13, meets third Friday of eac!
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. 8., eecom
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second an*
fourth Saturdays of each month at Graag· Hall
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 64, meets li
New G. A. R. Hall ou the first Tuesday Evenlni
of each month.
W. R. c.—Meets in New G.' A. R. Hall, Mon

Rust Jackson was thrown from hia
team Wednesday near the blacksmith
Street and had his left
23 10 shop on Bridge
14
12
wrist broken. Be was otherwise bruis2
2
21 ed and
10
injured about the head and
25
25
5
shoulders, but not seriously. He came
2
to the village Saturday and visited his
1
physician and is doing nicely.
1
Mr. Warren Hills of Union made a
0
1
1
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
1 visit to bis
Y. W. Hills, for a few days.
1
Election on Tuesday passed off very
quietly. While a good vote was thrown
no rush and the work for
1
1 there was
1
election officers was steady and easy.
3
low water at the lake
21 The extremely
1
27
where the Norway water company's
3
1
mains enter the water left them expos11
ed along the shore. The company had
7
men at work covering them Thursday.
Mrs. V. W. Hills entertained several
1565
4283 2270 11'2 34
48
86
17
lady friends at whist Wednesday evenRefreshments consisting of coning.
fectionery, etc., and welsh rarebit were
Free Advertising Abuse.
The demand for free advertising is in < served.
Apples are being shipped from tin
extent, persistence and ingenuity beyond I
station in lame quantities. The
the belief of any but those who have j tfurway
Farmers are iuclined to talk higher
had experience in the business. A man <
Several large growors of fruit
who would never think of going into a prices.
\rv holding their crop with the expectathe
store
and
pro·
requesting
grocery
tion of an early rise in prices.
prietor to donate a barrel of Hour or into, The members
of PenncsseewaRsee
a shoe store and telling the owner that!
K. of I'., held open house to
if he has Do objection he thinks he'll Lodge,
their friends Wednesday evening. The
help himself to a pair of shoes will walk
arge attendance enjoyed a most pleasant
confidently into a newspaper officii and ί evening.
Entertainment was furnished
prefer his request for several dollars'
.lames M. Dunn, songs, Frank L.
worth of free advertising and feel mightily t L>y
Starbird, reading, and speeches by Judge
offended if refused.
Manser of Auburn, Merton L.
The solicitor of free advertising is al- [Tarry
Kimball, Esq., aud Jesso P. Edwards.
ways sure that the proprietor would be I
' S. most excellent supper was served
"glad of something to help till up the rhe beautiful rooms of the society are
as
as
the
lie
is
grojust
glad
paper."
well adapted to such meetings.
is glad of someone to help i
eery man
The funeral services of Cyrus M. Buck
I
without
his
etock
off
payment.
carry
lie
held Thursday afternoon.
,vere
Time and again under the guise of news j
massed away at his home in the family
items matter is presented which is plain j
on
if John
Monday night.
advertising and if used at all should be;1 During theBumpus
past few years he hassulTorpaid for as such.
?d from serious sickness. Had he lived
The newspaper proprietor expects to !1
would haveat'1 intil Jan. 20th, 1U05, he
adverfree
of
amount
certain
a
furnish
He was
1 ained the full age of 80 years.
and
charitable
to
public
religious,
tising
native of Greenwood where he lived
would
lie
he
didn't
If
bo,1
enterprises.
md held important office for many years,
looked on as a heathen, hard hearted,!1
η politics he was firmly a Democrat, in
mercenary, lacking in public spirit. Ilis ;
very liberal. lie was a Maenn
contribution is accepted as a matter of ί eligionmember
of the grange and withal
!1 tnd a
course, and rarely is he accorded a word
worthy and able citizen. Ono son,
of thanks. Sometimes he refuses to doieaver Benton Buck, of Tarrytown-onnate as much space as the promoter of
he-Iludson, Now York, survives him.
some enterprise desires, and then he is ;]
Mrs.
Γ wo children died in infancy.
looked upon as unreasonable and dis-1
iuck died nearly twenty-four years ago.
obliging. The proprietor also expects 1 nterment at Greenwood.
and is willing to give a little free adverPresiding Elder Ladd held a quarterly
tising to those who run paid advertise- ! neeting at the M. E. church Monday
his
in
raents
paper.
At the business sessiou folThis is a matter of businesse courtesy ιvening.
the evening services an increase
which is rarely abused. But with the owing
if one hundred dollars in the pastor's
horde of solicitors for free advertising
was reported.
which constantly besiege the newspaper alary
Fred H. Cummings has been confined
offices, with no possible claim upon his 1 ο the house several
days this week from
courtesies save the hope of getting someho effects of poisoning caused by eating
thing for nothing, the proprietor has no 1
street Thursday.
on
tho
was
loney. lie
sympathy whatever.
Under the management of PennessecThe duties that the newspaper pro- 1
K. of P., Tliursrassee Lodge, No. IS,
prietor and editor owe to the public are (
numerous, diverse and exacting. It is
ho twenty-first annual Thanksgiving
high time that the public should under- tall at the Opera House. Music will be
stand that these duties do not include
Floor
1 urnished by Stearns' Orchestra.
the sacrifice of a considerable amount of
Ο. M. Cummings. Aids, E.
valuable space for the benefit of individ-. nanager, Thomas Thibodeau, W. A.
1. Allen,
uals or enterprises which give nothing
..ewis, W. H. Woodworth and V. L.
in return.—Nyack (?ï. Y.) Star.
39
15
158
54
118
30
33
8
172
19
20
25
7
13
04

1

ul ft0*''0

a

97 38
284 130

100
273

Bethel,
Brownfield,
Buckfield,
Byron,

Stow,

The next circle of the Universalis!
liood Cheer Society will be the first
Tuesday in December, the 6th. They
have voted to have their suppers hereafter the first Tuesday in each month.

05

51

master

I

niece,

Μι> Κ. B. l.uut, in Montville, for a few
weeks.
s .ine
pretty frosty mornings laat week,
with the mercury hovering around in the

ο

Λ

£

Albany,

Petitions for appoiutment as post- Sumner,
for the uext terra are being cir- Sweden, ....
So.
ν
Brook
Lodite,
181,
\ J.·
_smny
culated in behalf of Samuel P. Davis,
evenings
Upton, ....
fourth
Wednesday
an<l
conJ
tφ.
the present postmaster, Nelson G. Elder, Waterford,
of>uth month.
l
Il:tmlln Lodge,So. SI, meets every and Wirt Stanley.
Woodstock,
Hall.
Kr α·. venlng at Pythian
Lincoln Plantation,
V ier Woodmen of Amerlca.—South Paris
Quite a number of deer hunters took a
and
fourth
Tuessecond
meets
v,
ma>7.
Magitlloway Plantation,
Cv.
at the first opportunity, and got
jump
day v'etilnk'» In Golden Cross Hall.
out of town on the Sunday evening Milton Plantation,
Κ. -i \reauuui.—Parrla Council, No. lftil,
at
7
Λ>.
train about as soon as it began to snow,
c...\.'iir-t at. t third Monday evenings
and more went Monday morning.
hie
Swift is
an<l

t

a

a nun

BTATKD MKKTIHQS.

A

8
3

"Just about such a night as it wa
Congrertdonal Church. Εβτ. W. 1
Μΐ[,1 ntator. Preaching service·, 10 :< j when the Portland went down," is th
Brv

n:k

GUBERNATORIAL
VOTE, SIFT. 12.

Be sure and attend the concert at tli
church next Snnda

Congregational
evening.

Brunswick Saturday drew quite
ber from this place.

to 7:30 Γ. M.

PKKSIDKNTIAL VOTE,
NOV. 8.

Chamberlain'· Stomach and Livei
Tablets are becoming a favorite for atom
ach troubles and constipation. For sali
by Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Jonei

NORWAY.

County, 1904.

Mre. Cyrene Bean returned Wedne
day from the hospital at Lewiston.
Topic next Sunday evening at the Un
versalist church, "Count your
blessings.

«tel

u

Vote of Oxford

Albert D. Park conducted

Commencing October 2» 19W,
.io'n.· (own
^ :»

Sunday.

tion at a farm in Turner

eailwat.

tbuh*

υ ham υ

Thanksgiving sermon

ut church next

ί

CASTORIA
Th· Kind Yeu Han Alwajs Bought

of
T"

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Tha KM You Hav· Alwajs Bought
y

""«*

,''7^*j(/Kr J /"*"

HAPPY WOMEN.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Wouldn't any woman be happy.
After years of l>a<kache suffering;
Days of misery, nights of unrest.
The distress of urinary troubles.
To fiud relief and cureV
No reason why auy reader
Should suffer in the face of evidence
like this:
Mrs. Almira A. Jaokson, of East Front
St, Traverse City, Mich., says: "For
twenty years I

—

Carpets

Wool

patterns and clean

to cloee out Othl

for kidney and
t r ouble,
liver
but without benefit. Just before

Chas. F. Ridlon,

I began using
Doan's Kidney
Pills I was al-

could
I
hardly staud on
befeet
my
the
of
cause

MAINE.

NORWAY,

numbness and
Had a knife been
lack of circulation.
could
thrust into my kidneys the pain
My sleep
not have been more intense.
disturUnl bv visions of distorted
was

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Tradc Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

u sketch and deecrtPtWjn may
Anr.me
w bet lier an
(.utrkt/ ascertain our opinion free
C
ι· ur-τ
ion ih
is ππίιλιίυ
lurent
probably tvilwtnM·.
Invention
Handbook on Patent»
uoti»»trictljr<-.utlil*>u«lal.
ν for
•ont fr· ·- «. '·■<
thr-'Uch Mum A to. re\.wfe
iu the
eyrfuii notice Without charge,

|Nrt«;»ML

Sctcittiiic American.

A KAndaomely '.Unstinted weekly.

I

paralys-

most
ed.

StsM

Corner Main and Danforth

nrewt clr-

ÎKIUNN SCo.361B—NewYork
C.
D.
Branch Ufle·, <36 Κ St, Washington,

m-Mrtagrau.
Whole 1 am to beat dowu. Chang*
By head and 1 become successively L
maker of buta, the last of two. tbat ot
wblch anything Is composed, to strike
as drops of rain.
Ho.

doctoring

was

up stock

anfigures. The kidney secretions were
I was tortured
and
irregular,
noyingly
with thirst and always bloated. I used
l'ills. The
seven boxes of I Vian's Kiduey
HO
bloating subsided until I weighed
child and
pouuds less, could sleep like a
the irreguwas relieved of the pain and
circulalarity of the kidney notion. My

|

tion is good and I feel better in e\ery
] way»
A FREE TlilAL of this great kidney
will
medicine which cured Mrs. Jackson
of
be mailed on application to any part
Milthe United States. Address Foster
all
burn Co., Buffalo. Ν. Y. For sale by
box.
druggists; price, £>0 cents per

Indigestion Causes

W. H. Winchester.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Catarrh of the
Stomach.

For many years It has been supposed that
Catarrh of the Stomach caused indigestion
and dyspepsia, but the truth is exactly the
opposite. Indigestion causes catarrh. Rethe
peated attacks of Indigestion Inflames and
mucous membranes lining the stomach
causthus
exposes the nerves of the stomach,
of
ing the glands to secrete mucin Instead
This la
the Juices of natural digestion.
called Catarrh of the Stomach.

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
all

Inflammation of the mucoua
relieves
membranes lining the stomach, protects the
nerves, and cures bad breath, sour risings,
a sense of fullness after eating. Indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach troubles.

|

"The farmer was a dry, thin old man.
the last five years and the supply does
These While he talked he kept his eye fixed on
not yet hardly fill the demand."
elderstatements from good authority show his farm bands. They, too, were
and
that the peanut is rapidly coming to the ly—hale, handsome fellows, erect
front as an article of commerce, for it is eupple, despite their gray hairs.
"
'Ye see them hands o' mine?' said
cheap and highly nutritioue.
No. 833.—Riddle.
The peanut, known also as the goober the farmer.
"
I'm seen on corners of the street;
'Yes,' said my friend, Ί see them.'
or ground pea, is a leguminous plant,
Beetde your bed I stand;
"
'Well, every one o' them bands is a
probably a native of America and grown
At circuses and races, too,
nigh one is a colonel;
largely in our Southern states and in war veteran. is The
1 loom up targe and grand.
a major; the abort fellow
After the peanut the fore one
Africa and Spain.
Or right or wrung, you have to take me;
If light, you never should foreake me.
vines have blossomed and the flower has is a captain, and the two with the long
is privates.'
fallen, the spike elongates, bends and reach
"
'Well, well,' said my friend. 'All
No. 83-4.—Double Acrostic.
pushes itself itto the ground, where the
veterans, eh? And how do they work,
Crosswords (live letters each): 1. A seed develops.
One curious fact about the peanut these veterans of yours?1
2. A coloring
mountain in Arabia.
"
'Them two privates is good,' said
is the help it derives from the tubercles
substance. 3. The first letter of tlie
Ί would ask for no better
on its roots, which have the power of the farmer.
4. Existing in the
Grwk alphabet.
from the air and hands.'
absorbing
nitrogen
"
'How about the captain?1
fancy, δ. Freshly.
transmitting it to the plant. Thus a
"
The Initial and final letters spell the total amount of
'The captain's pretty good, too.'
nitrogen is obtained by
"
'Is the major good?"
names of two countries In southern the plant far in excess of that present in
"
'So-so.'
the soil in which it grows. Because of
Europe.
"
'But the colonel, how is he?'
this peculiarity the soil is not exhausted
"
'It wouldn't be right,' the farmer
No. 883.—Word Square·.
but improved when the plant is cultivatanything
A s:, .all, mean ed for that purpose and the green tops answered, 'for me to say
L—1. Appearance.
against a man that has gone through the
house. & To keep at u distance from. turned under to decay in the earth.
of a
rank
the
with
In the fall the peanuts are dug and war and come out
4. A river lu Prance. 5. A kind of tree.
colonel. It wouldn't be right, and it
the
while
to
sent
pigs
large
2.
factories^
II.—1. An open space for combats.
wouldn't be just. There's one thing,
are turned into the fields to thrive on
To emulate. 8. To elude. 4. The poiut
that is that I
what is left. In the factories the work though, I will say, and
"
directly opposite the zenith. 5. Watch- of cleaning and sorting is carried on by won't ever hire no brigadier generals.'
ful.
the aid of machinery.
Norfolk, Va.,
A Wise Judge.
has been called the peanut center of the
While Charles Wagner, the distinguishNo. 33U.—Jumbled Proverb·.
world because of the vast amount of
ed author of "The Simple Life," was in
1. Lai si ton dolt; ta lit tiltergs.
peanuts supplied to wholesale dealers
Philadelphia, he talked to a young girl
2. Afes uibd, feus dl'ui.
everywhere from its factories. Like about
wisdom.
everything else, there are many gradée
"Will you give me, sir," she said "a
factories.
No. 337.—BrhrudluK» and Curtatllnir·. of peanuts sent out from the
of wisdom?"
definition
The Spanish peanut stands at the
lKHlbly behead and doubly curtail a
"I'll give you an illustration of it,"
of its delicate flavor; next
because
head
round building; rearrange the remainanswered—"an illustracomes the Virginia variety, while those the philosopher
ing letters anil make the fruit of cer- grown in some other regions are less tion of wisdom, politeness, and tact, all
talu trees and shrubs.
delicate in tlavor, coarser in texture and in one.
"In our French courts there was a
Doubly behead and doubly curtail to larger in size. The African peanut yields
wonderful judge. Before him an unchastise; rearrange the remaining let- more oil than some other varieties.
witness in
The average peanut contains about married woman came to bear
ters and make within.
and from twenty to an important case.
Doubly behead and doubly curtail fifty per cent oil
"This woman's lips were no longer
cent of nitrogenous matter;
round; rearrange the remaining letters thirty per
thus it presents a very concentrated red. Her eyes were no longer bright.
and make a ringlet.
slim and
form of food. It contains so little starch In figure ehe was no longer
Doubly behead and doubly curtail or sugar that it is a valuable article of eupple.
"
eusiform; rearrange the remaining let- diet for those who cannot assimilate
'Madam, how old are you?' the judge
said.
ters and make to jump.
starch.
"
'Must I tell my age?' she asked.
It is only since the war that the pea"
'You must,' he answered kindly.
nut crop has become important. The
No. S3X.—Hidden Bird·.
is the law.'
rapid increase in peauut culture between 'You must. It a moment. She bit her
1. A vowel and a sea fowl.
"She thought
1805 and 1870 probably was due to the
2. To study over and an entrance.
individual soldiers from tbin lip. Nervously she put bac\ from
3. To do without and a line of things. acquaintance
touched with
different sections of the country made ber forehead the thin hair
within.
and
To
steal
4.
with this product while stationed in gray.
"
'Twenty-nine,' ehe said. Ί am 20

Virginia.

Rebus.

No. 331».—Shnkeepearean

In the Old World the peanut is used
largely for the production of oil, which
is regarded as equal to that which is
obtained from the olive. Peanut oil was
extensively manufactured in the Southern States between 18C1 and 1865, and
used for shortening in food as well as by
machinists. The cake remaining after
the oil is expressed is a valuable food for
animals and may be used by man. Even
for the vines and shells uses have been

Kodol Digests What You Eat

Make the Stomach Sweet.
time·
Bottles orly. Refuiar size. SI .00. holding 2*4
thetrtelsU·. which sells (or 30 cert»,
III,
prepared by C. O. DeWlTT 41 GO·■ Chicago,

and!

Records, Blanks, Horns,

Supplies.

H.I

N.

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

So M

Maine
—

1905

So. 340.—'Γ*>ο

Register,

COMPLETE

A

Though the American people have
long considered the peanut an indispen-

—

Business
Directory

application.

—

υ»' the

—

42G towxut snil BO oltle·
MAXNB.
( At the Price of a Single City Directory)
IN

Progressive

A

—

OF THE

History
—

STATE OF MAINE.
PRICK.

!j ti ί ttif*

^orlfaub.

POSTPAID

|J.OO.

QRENVILLE M. DONHAM

«sQaousto.

Publ labor,

c^av.ûor.

:»»«»

hue made thousands of young |>eople
BtTCCBHaFUXj;

lack of tt had made many more,
F AIXiURBS

#3.00.
England Directory, price #7.50.

(paper),
edition,

New

Why belong to the Utter class when a few
mouth*' stu'ly will place you In the former? Our
catalogue may aM >ou In decfcUng. Write for It.

AW,

CONSTANTLY IN STOCK FOR SALE.
New Hampshireand Vermont Register·
£> cent* each.
Mattitachueeiu Year Bo«.k. enlarged

the

F. L. Ml

Congre·· St., opp. City Building.
PORTLAND NA1XE.

EDUCATION |

BUSINESS

Pres.

•β»?· Early Risers

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
Telephone Connection.

NORWAY.

For Invalids, Infants £ Aged
A

physician

"I gave to
writes:
lady, long suffering with a stomach trouble, who
found it difficult to obtain a food that digested well
a

DR. PRICE'S
FOOD
WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

and assisted in bridging
and it proved acceptable to her stomach, digested readily,
"I recommend it to invalids, infants and aged, and to
over a crisis in her history."
all persons as pure, healthy cereal food."

Palatabl·—Nirtritious—Easy of Digestion and Readyto Eat
My âionalurt
et try inickmi*·

ο»

/Λ/'· o

PowUer and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Bakiatf
mailed froo to any address.
A ooofc book containing 76 excel lent receipts for using tho Food

III.
Pwpared by PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

LOAD

CAR

A

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO.DEALER

IN COAL AND WOOD.

The Single Damper (patented)

which prevents the
*
culty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
heatback
and
Extra Large Oven *ith asbestos-lined

saving cup-joint flues ;
Improved Dock-Ash Grate,
and

saves

whick makaa

fuel ;

Removable Nickel KaBi, which
of

blacking;

Together with

the

It there i*

save

a

better fire

half the trouble

Simmering Cover, extra large Ash Pan, etc,etc,

your towm wo will seed a
ageat I*
"
"
Crawford
οa 30 day»' trialI
am

WALKER ft PRATT MFQL

CO., 31-35 Uita Stmt, brin, Mm.
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I.—1. A yiaiu. 2. A gentle bird. 3.
A large stone. 4. Soou. 5. A bag. 0.
Solitary. 7. l'art of η teapot. 8. A

chill.

From 1 to -, a harvest poem by
American.
II. 1. A blemish. 2. A pain. 3.
4. A small article.
Biblical
7.
U. A den.
Au outer garment.

story.

8. To

au

A
5.
A

peel.

From 3 to 4, the author of the har-

vest

poelU.

•\o. 341.-On the ΛΥΙηκ.
Take a tavern from attractive and
have a ulug.
Take a black lluid from shutting the
eyelids quickly and have a wing.
Shark* Aiihore.

"Did you have a pleasant voyage?"
"Delightful. The sea was as smooth
as glass all the way across."
"See any sharksV"
"Not till we got to the custom
house."

(iuud .MruHdre.

MASONIC BLOCK,

The fMMMM Httlo pin·.

found.

by V. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

1904

No Qeneral» Wanted.
General Corbln, a few days before bis
UorrMPondenoe on toplea of Interest to the UmIIo departure for the Philippines, told In
U (oUdted. Addrew: Editor Homkmaebr»
Washington a story wherein militarism
Coi.uwk, Oxford Democrat, Put·. Maine.
blended pleasantly with farm life.
"A friend of mine," be said, "was in
An American Delicacy.
the oountry during the harvesting of the
My friend went out
"The peanut has aa many valuable abundant crops.
one day, and fell into conqualities aa there are days In the week. into the fields
The demand for it haa doubled within versation with a farmer.

HOMEMAXEES COLUMN.

"Dickey, if you had twelve marbles
and Tommy should take half of them,
"He'd
how many would he huvei"
have six of 'em, ma'am, an' de wust
ilekiu' he ever got in his life t'rowed
In."
Key tu the l'lmaler.
No. 324.—Added Letters: 1. K-it. 2.
F-in. 3. Y-am. 4. C-ruw.
No. 323.—Hidden Name: Mildred.
No. 320.—Progressive Enigma: Lad.
ladled.
No. 327.—Mathematical Puzzle: The
buyer gives his dollar and his two
cent piece to the peddler and his three
cent piece to the ueighbor. Then the
jteddler gives his half dollar to the

buyer and his quartes to the neighbor.
Then the neighbor gives his two dimes
and his |H>nuy to the buyer and his
nickel and his two cent piece to the
peddler, and then each man has his

sable accessory to the proper celebration
of a fair or a circus, and thus consume
about four million bushels annually, as
yet they do not count it a regular article
of food. That the munching of peanuts
on festal occasions is almost exclusively
an American custom was discovered by
a young man who expected to make his
fortune by securing the exclusive right
for such sales at the Antwerp fair in
18i>4. But the people did not find the
peanuts to their taste, and the young
man returned to America, poorer though
wiser.
£A|iûniUCUld

nave

UCCU uiauo

niwu

pvw-

nut meal and biscuits as food for the
German army, and though it has not yet
been adopted as a part of the standard
rations, its high nutritive value was conclusively proved. Professor Koenig's
analysis and comparison shows that the
nutritive units per pound in the peanut
were nearly double those of the pea and

considerably higher than either butter
or bacon, though at much lower price.
Thus the peanut may be ranked as one
of the cheapest and most nutritive food

materials.
The peanut so closely resembles the
bean, pea and lentil in its composition,
that it may be used like these other

leguminous seeds in soups, or like the
chestnuts for croquettes or for stuffing
poultry. The peanuts are roasted and
ground, or boiled in soft water until
sufficiently tender for a puree. Miss
was
one of the first
Juliet Corson
teachers of cooking to use the peanut,
and even constructed a menu for an
entire dinner from the possibilities in
this little underground seed.
Freeh roasted nuts will usually yield
one-third their bulk in meats. To combine them with other foods, they should
be pounded in a mortar or chopped very
fine. For decorating and candy making
they may be chopped or shaved with a
sharp knife.
As the peanut is probably an American, like the potato and Indian corn, it
should be accorded a prominent place in
the celebration of national holidays.
A peanut hunt is a popular amuseThe nuts are tucked in all odd
ment.
corners possible and each gueet is provided with a little basket in which to
gather them. A specially marked or
colored nut may be the prize winner,
but usually that person secures the prize
who holds the greatest number of nuts.
The prizes may be some of the quaint
dolls and owls which skillful fingers
make from peanuts for many uses.
Another game for such occasions resembles jack straws. A heap of nuts is
placed on the table and by help of candy
tongs they are to be jerked away one by
For
one without disturbing the others.
such parties the following recipes will
supply suitable refreshments.

just due.
PEANUT DATES.
No. 328.—'Transformations: 1. Shirk,
3. Gross,
Remove the stones from dates and in2. Barge, badge.
shark.
Press together
5. Beach, sert peanuts instead.
4. Niter, Niger.
gmss.
7. Spore, and roll lightly in sugar.
0. Baton, bacon.
bench.
SALTED PEANUTS.
spire. 8. Party, patty. U. Ardor, armor.
Melt a tabiespoonful of butter in a pan
No. 321».—Diamond: 1. A. 2. Amy. 3. and stir into it a cupful of peanuts.

years old.'

"The wise, polite and tactful judge
inclined his head and smiled.
"
'And now that you have given us
tell
your age,' he said, 'do you swear to

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
"

but the truth?'
A

Story Never Told.

hear how Eli Perkins
sprained his ankle? Weil, neither has
anyone else, though Perkins is willing
to tell the story—on one condition.
That condition is that no one laugh until
he finishes the story, and invariably his
auditors fail to meet this requirement.
This is how he began the story at the
banquet given to the American Press
humorists by the business men's league
of St. Louis.
"Your toastmaster, Mr. Frank, has
asked me to tell you how I sprained my
ankle. Well, I shall tell you, if you will
not laugh until I finish the story; but I
am afraid you'll laugh, for I have tried
to tell a number of people how I sprained mv ankle, and they always laughed
before I got through.
"This is how it happened: I was on a
train going east, when there wae a wreck.
The train was derailed, and all the passengers were more or less shaken up.
Everybody in the Bleeping car tried to
get out as hurriedly as possible, and in
tbe confusion our clothing got considerably mixed. I couldn't And my trousers
but finally I did find a pair of
at

Did you

ever

all;

trousers, but I couldn't wear'em. You
see they were not men's trousers—"
Here there was general laughter, and
Perkins looked about in a pained sort of
way, then went on: "There, you laughed.
I knew you would. They were not men's
trousers; they were boy's trousers. But
I won't tell you how I sprained my ankle,
because you laughed."—New York
Tribune.

Beneath Her. "Did Marjorie marry
for love?"
"Oh, no. She is too well bred for that."
A HEAVY LOAD.

To lift that load oil of the stomach
take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It digests

what you eat. Sour stomach, belching,
of the
gas on stomach and all disorders

stomach that are curable, are instantly
relieved and permanently cured by the
use

Storrs,
New Britain,
a

Cure. S. P.
Main Street,
"Kodol
says:
such universal

Dyspepsia
druggist at 297

of Kodol

Conn.,

giving
Dyspepeia
satisfaction and is so surely becoming
tbe positive relief and subsequent cure
for this distressing ailment, I feel that I
am always sure to satisfy and gratify
it to
ray customers by recommending
Cure is

them. I write this to show how well
the remedy is spoken of here." Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure was discovered after
and will
years of scientific experiments
positively cure all etomach troubles.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Hicks—I do try to be polite, but I

seem

to be forover

ners.

forgetting

my man-

Wicks—What's the matter now?
Hicks—I just gave a woman my seat
in the street car and forgot to thank her

for

taking

it.

MOTHERS PRAISE IT.

Mothers everywhere praise One Minute
reCough Cure for the sufferings it has
lieved and tbe lives of their little ones it
has eaved. A certain cure for coughs,
A. L.
croup and whooping cough.
Postmaster, of Chester, Mich.,

Spafford,

was unconscious
says: "Our little girl
from strangulation during a sudden and
terrible attack of croup. One Minute
Stern. 4. America. 5. Child. 0. Ace Shake until they are hot and slightly
Cough Cure quickly relieved and cured
colored, or bake in the oven. Remove her and I cannot praise it too highly."
7. A.
with salt
No. 330.—Interlacing Zigzag: Evan- to eheete of paper, sprinkle
One Minute Cough Cure relieves coughs,
Crosswords—1. and dry in a warm place.
makes breathing easy, cut· out phlegm,
geline, Longfellow.
draws out inflammation, and removes
4. OgPEANUT COOKIES.
I>etile. 2. Itevolt. 3. Finale.
cause of a cough and strain on
ling 5. Fading, β. Sequel. 7. Sullen.
Poui.d or chop one cupful of peanuts, every
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
S. Bailer. 0. Anchor. 10. Eschew.
reserving a few whole ones for decora- lungs.
No. 331.—In Season: Autumn leaves. tion. Prepare a dough of one tableMaud—Yes, of course I love him, but
of
Goldenrod. Nutting party.
Pumpklx spoonful of butter, one-half cupful of I'm afraid there is no hope for a poor
sugar, one egg, two tableepoonfuls
pie. Grapes. Apples. Peare.
girl like me in that direction.
milk, one cup of flour, one teaspoonful
Clara—What'a the matter with blowmould
and
of salt. Add the peanuts
mail
A GOOD COMPLEXION.
ing in a couple of dollars for a
balls.
two
dozen
into
with a teaspoon
course in hypnotism?
"Sparkling eyes and rosy cheeks re- Put half peanuts on the tops, and bake
stored by using DeWitt's Little Early about fifteen minutes.
RECOVERED SPEECH AND HEARRisers/' so writes S. P. Moore, of NaINO.
FBITTER8.
PEANUT
for
A
certain
cure
cogdoches, Tex.
commenced
Bros.:—I
Messrs.
of
Ely
one
etc.
Small
One
sugar,
tabiespoonful
biliousness, constipation,
egg,
Balm about two years
pill—easy to take—easy to act. Sold by one-half cup of milk, one cup of flour, using your Cream
My voice wae someone level teaspoonful of baking powder, ago for catarrh.
F. A. Shurtlef? A Co.
was dull.
one ealtspoonful salt, one teaspoonful what thick and my hearing
restored and
melted butter, one-half cupful of peanuts, My hearing has been fully
She—I'm afraid you are an agnostic.
I
clear.
He—Oh, no, 1 am not. I believe in finely chopped. Fry bv spoonfuls in hot my speech has become quite
am a teacher in our town.
fat and duet with powdered sugar.
pretty girls, for instance.
L. G. Brown, Granger, O.
She—That being the case, I suppose
PEANUT SANDWICHES.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
you change your place of worship freMoisten some chopped peanuts with sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cts.,
quently without changing your creed.
thick cream and season with salt. Spread or mailed by Ely Brother·, 50 Warren
this mixture between thin slices of St., New York.
Dayton, Ohio, Mrs. Mary Simpson— bread and cut in
fancy shapes.
with
me
and
your
Mrs. Jimjonea—I understand
"Everything disagreed
PEANUT CARAMELS.
baby until I used Hollister'e Rocky
three daughters are all happily married.
Mountain Tea. Now baby sleeps and
Mrs. Sarasmith—Well, two of them
Boil together one cup of molasses,
grows like a weed." 35 cents. Tea or one cup of sugar, one-half cup of butter are married happily and the other one is
tablet form. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurt- and one-half
cup of milk, stirring con- happily divorced.
leff A Co.
stantly to prevent burning. When the
candy is brittle In cold water, pour into
Important to Mother·.
A Teet. The Fiancee—Jack.
a well-greased tin containing one cup of
carefully iwij bottle of CASTORIA,
The Fiancee—What i s it, darling?
peanuts.
a safe and aura notdy for Infanta and children,
The Fiancee—Are you quite sure I am
PEANUT CBISP,
and Me that It
the only girl you ever .told about the
other girls you've been in love with?
Melt ode cup of sugar, stirring all the
time. Have ready a cupful of chopped
"I was troubled with constipation and
peanuts, and as soon as the sugar bestomach troubles, lost flesh, my com- comes
caramel stir them into it. Pour la Usa For Over SO Yaara.
Tbe Bad Tee Bm Always Deofht
plexion was ruined; Hollister's Rocky into buttered tins to cool.—Home
Mountain Tea brought back my health Science
Magazine.
and complexion."—Mary
Allen, St.
After a man has worked bard to make I
Louis. 35 oents. Orin Stevens; F. A.
We do not like to buy water lo milk, some money he can work twice aa hard
Shnrtleff A Co.
To
avoid to
that is, as it is mixed by man.
keep people from getting it away from
a polished knitting-needle into him.
"I suppose you know that people are I this, dip
is
it
milk.
If
the
making insinuations against yon?" the vessel containing
THOUSANDS CURED.
milk will cling to the
"That's remarkable." "You think so?" pure, a drop of the
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve baa cared
needle; if the least drop of water it
"Yes. They don't ordinarily make
the needle will be clean.
thousands of casee of Pile·. "I boflght
ainuations. They make direct charges." present,
a box of DeWitt'a Witch Haxel Salve on

in-1

'Taint no use to sit down and

whine,

When no fish set tangled in your line;
Bate yonr hook with a bumble bee,
And keep on taking Rocky Mountain Tea.1
Orta Stevens; F. I. Shurtleff à Co.

To keep mice away, scatter small
pieces of camphor in yoar cupboard·
and drawers. They greatly dialike the
amell of oamphor,
jind will go away from
*

/

L·

the recommendation of oar druggist," so
write· C. H. LaCroix, of Zavalla, Tex.,
"and used it for a stubborn oaae of Piles.
It oared m· permanently." Sold bj V.
A. Shortfall è 0o.

Little

Folks

The Two Pigs
he looked up wistfully.
pig
"I'd like to have a barrel of apples,"
•aid the man, eying the fruit greedily.
as

Sivere Liver

Complaint—

Couldn't Eat wiUiout
Olitrm—
Qulokly Cured

A little farther thoy came to u pear
tree.
"I'd like to bave a pear." said the

hungry pig.

"I'd like to have a wagnn load of

pears," said the man.
Tresently they passed a grapevine.
"I'd like to have a bunch of grapes,"
said the pig.
"I'd like to have my wine press full

grapes."

said the man.

They walked on until α large melon
patch was seen at the side of the road

be

never

too

CASTOR IA

ι

P/IVCSSNXS?SS

highly

THE TRUE "L F." NEOICIHE ACT8 GENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AND SÛRELY, AND LEAVES ONLY
6000 EFFECTS IN ITS WAKE

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

Eastern Sleamsli Company.

Castoria is

REDUCED RATES.
$1.00.
$1.00
Staerooins,
....

m.
as

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-

and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys AVorni*
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Portland to Boston,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,

a

goric, Drops

Portland Division.

low
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The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and MJn8t-an-go«d"aio but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the hcalil· of

pi aiied."—Fred i. Bennett, Wntt'onmngton,
He.

daily except Sunday, at 7 p.
Freight rates always as

GENUINE

CASTORIA

F.

ALWAYS

Signature of

Sears the

other lines.

J.
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"I feel It my duty to
cxpreMtny gratitude to
for tb· benefit I
in nnind and am
from
r.uv receiving
'L. P.' Atwood I Medicine. Three year» ago
1 hi levcrely troubled
with liver complaint.
It wti iinponible for
i«c to
peruke of the
)i rhtoet food without
distre». At last I wae
a<lvi<ed by a frtend to
tiy '!<. f.' Medicine;
d eOtr uiing two
b'.itln, I ni perfectly
will. It l« alio a spring
incdirine whieh cannot
bi' equaled, and can

Ïou

A man was taking η pig to market
when they came to a tree on which
hung hundreds of apples.
"I'd like to have an apple," said the

of

τ

THE TRUE "L F." DID IT

An An!")*) Story Por

LISCOMB, Agent.

Franklin V* harf,

Portland, Me.

Tie Kind You Hare Always Bought

"Oh, I wish I had a melon," sighed
the pig.
"I would like to have a car load of
melons," growled the man.
"Well, look here, mister, you are a
bigger pig than I am. I think we are
at the wrong ends of this string."
And he began a Jerk and broke away.
With a dash he went between the
man's legs and upset him on the
Then Mr. Pig ran Into the

In Use For Over 30 Years.
CITY.
THC CCMTAUM COM PAN V, TT MUX RAT STHCCT, NCW YORK

Picture Frames

ground.

melon patch and picked out α good,
red. ripe melon and ate it. while the
man got lip and brushed off his c lothes
and went home.—Atlanta Constitution.

and Pictures,

High G'ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

The Tntlent Brain.

It Is sensitive. It will not long brook
abuse. It briskly responds to the whip

at first, but if the lash is laid on too
hard and often It balks. It Insists upon
having plenty of good, red blood when
It works hard, and good, red blood Is
made from wheat and roast beef, not
from pie a la mode, lobster salud and
cocaine or whisky. The most essential
thing for the man who works with his
brain is plenty of sleep. Only in sleep

does the brain tlnd the rest and refreshment thut are necessary to maintain its vigor and integrity.—Chicago

Tribune.

though they have,

bathe,

rule, every
Possibly experience
as

α

chance to do so.
has taught them to be afraid of crocdisodiles, which are pretty
tributed ou monkey haunted rivers. It
is said that a numbec of Indian monkeys watched u party of Europeans iu
a boat who washed their bauds aud

generally

brushed their teeth. Next day the
monkeys were seen to come to the
riverside and go through the form of
washing their hands and of brushing

their teeth with bits of stick.—Nature.
The Anelent Asteea.

medical writer, the
ancient Aztec race of Mexico was fai
advanced in the practice of medicine.

According

to

a

The native Mexicans practiced mas
sage, splints were used In the dressing of fractured bones, Inflamed gums
were lanced with obsidian knives, nch
lng teeth were extracted, salt was used
us an untiseptlc and ground obsidian
Stiffness of the
us a dusting powder.
muscles and Joints was treated by the
sweat bath, wounds were sutured with
human hair, the actual cautery was
applied to the edges of the wounds
and venom was drawn out of poisoned
wounds lif sucking, while bleeding
was practiced In obstinate headaches.

ι

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.i

Cream Balm

quickly.

Good Local

Weekly Newspaper

Cream Halm is placed Into tbo nostrils, spreads
the mctcbrano ai:d is absorbed. Relief is Immediate find α cure follows. It ia not drying—does
ant produce sneezing. Largo Size, 60 cent· at Drug·
Ki.-t4 or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 centa by mail.
ELY BItOTIIERS, M Warren Street, New York.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

to

ΤΓ.

CHANDLER,
...

M*!re

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,

having a good gossip.
"How girls change! My Malmle, when
she was little, never would go even into the parlor at night without a light
because, as she put It, there might be
And now," she added
a man there.
significantly, "she won't have a light

will

ar" is

Wheeler,

so

other time.

Varied Salt·.
McFlub— He pressed his suit, donned
it, called 011 his girl, pressed his suit,
won and married her, and now he Imi
Hla

for a divorce.

^

J

all
of
to

make money from the farm.

household.

Any person sending

the

us

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

One Year For $1.75.

CUT THIS 0UT===5END TO=DAY
X

$
λ

5

£

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Paris, Maine.
for which
Oxford
The
send to the address below
you will please
Year :
One
for
Farmer
Democrat and New-York Tribune

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will

find

$1.75

QUAKER RANGE

Of all headaches are caused
defective eyes. Little

through

to
eye defects grow
if not properly and

big

ones

promptly

attended to.
Samuel Rlohnrda
GRADUATE OPTICIAN,

Ko. 6

South Paris, Maine

Pleasant Street,

For Sale.
A number of good young cows,
including two new milch. One pair
of fcteers, fancy matched, white faces,

or

address,

A.

J.

PENLEY.

Stray Heifer.

8
Came into my enclosure Oct.
I
same
have
proving
by
Owner may
'
the
Sleeth—And
property and

are pressing hla salt Qbw, «h?
-Pittsburg Papt
t

on

important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how

because of some de-

Tramp—it is needless to ask the
all handy.
one and one-half years old,
question, madam. You know what I
One horse, weight
want. Lady—Yes, I know what yon Four shotes.
or douwant badly, but I've only one bar of eleven hundred, good single
One good box heater. Call on
in the house, and the servant is ble.
some

will post you every week

wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
a
every

Sixty Per Cent.

untary contributions?"
"Why," eald the clergyman, "I can't

using it Come again
—Glasgow Times.

Tribune Farmer,

your

Don't negfect of the eyes.
lect the eyes of your children.

Choice In the Matter.
"And thechurlty Is supported by vol-

soap

The New-York

Many a so-called "dull schol

No

Foiled.

supply

with

mem-

One walnut case Toole piano, almost
new, for 9300, worth 1250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $.300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will eell at a
great trade.

in it because there Is a man there four
or five nights α week."

Brooklyn Life.

admirably

possible

largest

the

profits from the farm, and
special matter for every
ber of his family.

South Paris, Me.,

forilSS.

were

say that it is exactly. The fact is that
some of the ludles on our committee
are so persuasive and so persistent that
people Just have to contribute."—

securing

The Oxford Democrat,

case,

THE DULL SCHOLAR.

Tim·'· Chance*.

liitn in touch with the
his'neighbors, and all

family.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send in your orders Pine bum
Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

of

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
improvements
methods
which are an invaluable aid in

items of interest to himself and

Also Window à Door Frames,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

keep

doings

I will furnish DOORS an.! WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Ε.

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

subscribe for a

over

fnit Humnet

NEEDS

of
who is interested in the
Paris ami Oxford County should
news

clcanses,soothe» and he.lie
(he diseased mem'.nae.
It euros catarrh and d: >■*
«xvay a cold ia the htud

Matched

Farmer

Farmer

lu all its stages there
should be cleaiwiuejs.

F, W.

Every
Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

CATARRH

i

·$Ι.75·

Every

Nasal

W. J.

applied

ÔGOOOsXtOOOOOOOOO^K^XfcOOOOCK^^

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
The Scliulter of the Saracena.
«tops, in nice condition, for $45.
Ono second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
The scimiter of the Sura cens was
been hurt,
the most effective sword for cutting octavo, walnut Case, never
that cost $12ΰ, for $65.
purposes ever devised. It will be reOne second band square piano, a nice
membered how, according to the story
for $115, worth $140.
one,
"Talisman,"
Scott's
Walter
Sir
told in
with such a weapon the pagan Saladiu
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
chopped α soft cushion In two at one
blow, to the umuzemeut of Kichurd
Coeur de Lion. With a straight sword
BILL'Rfle BLOCK.
one can make a hack or thrust, but to
Jlnli·»»
slice an adversary one must saw with 9«t*ifh Purl*.
The scimiter, being curved and
it.
slices
wide and heavy toward the cud,
by the mere fact of striking.

lawyers

FOR ONE YEAR FOR

•»cr and

Monkey· and Water.
Monkeys never wash or

They

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Ely's

The bruin Is un« of the most patient
and industrious organs of the body. It
can be induced by good treatment to
perform prodigies of labor. Few realize its capabilities and endurance. But

Mouldings s,J.

&

small animals are so placed as to render breathing very ditiicult when they
Among these are
are in the water.
mice and rabbits, which will drown
without sinking beneath the surface.
Itate are excellent swimmers.
Almost all birds except those which
natatorial are nearly
are distinctly
helpless In water. Small birds in par-

tly.— Success.

The Oxford Democrat

Mats, Mirrors

Animal Swimmer·.

The elephant Is a good swimmer, and
the wild animals of the cat family, the
tiger, the panther, the Jaguar and others, do not hesitate to cross lakes and
rivers. Un tac other hand, the domestic cat shrinks from Immersion and
drowns quickly. The nostrils of some

ticular have no power of propulsion,
and. though they do uot sink, they
drown quick!}·. Even many species of
waterfowl ri.se from the water with
difficulty (fr not at all when their
wings are wet. After a sea gull plunges
and returns to the surface It stretches
Its wings so that they inay be dried by
the wind and sun before it attempts to

ATTENTION FARMERS!

pacing charges.Paris.
South

•The nickel

QUAKER

MODEL

to remove
on

as

in the

rails

are

they

easy

are

without bolts.
50 CtS.

D0Wn Md

50 cts.

Variety Store, Norway.

a

Waak at

put

